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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION:
COCHRAN AND HOCKLEY COUNTIES, TEXAS' LAST FRONTIER
Lying on the Llano Estacado between two stretches
of sand hills, the broad expanse of two Texas South Plains
counties produces presently thousands of pounds of grain
and cotton annually. These counties--Cochran and Hockley—
are typical of the region in that their fertile lands
enjoy the benefits of a long growing season which in turn
produces good crops and incomes for their residents. But
there is a marked difference between many of the people of
the region and its bordering areas. As less than fifty
years have elapsed since Cochran and Hockley counties were
organized, many of the original farmer pioneers are still
living, and many more are only one-generation descendants
of the earliest of the settlers. The region has been
appropriately named "Texas' Last Frontier."
The farmer's frontier had advanced into the eastern
South Plains region as early as the 1890's, bringing to an
end the era of the cattle kingdom, but for more than twenty
years the farmers were delayed in ranching the Cochran-

Elvis E. Fleming, Texas' Last Frontier (Morton,
Texas: Cochran County Historical Society, 1965), p. 3.
1

2
Hockley area. Even the cattlemen before them were slow
to advance into the same region. The lateness of settlement in the two-county area is attributed to several
causes. The flanking sand hills were discouraging barriers. Even the earliest of the region's occupants, the
Plains Indians, avoided the mysterious dunes. Their
legends told how a devastating storm had filled with sand
what once had been a beautiful river and paradise, leaving
2
only the drifting sand dunes on the Llano Estacado.
However, as white men pushed onto the plains, the Indians
used the trackless sand hills for protection against trailing soldiers.
A lack of surface water in the Cochran-Hockley
area also discouraged intrusion by man. Only Yellow House
Draw, Silver Lake, and a few scattered buffalo wallows
contained any water, though generally only trapped rain
water or springs provided drinkable water. In a hundredmile area, extending west from present-day Lubbock to the
Four Lakes region in eastern New Mexico, little or no
water was available. However, Plains Indians had beaten
a path across the region, stretching southward from Yellow
House Canyon to Tahoka Lake, in Lynn County, west to
Double Lakes, northwest along dry Sulphur Draw across
2

Jess Mitchell, "The Legend of the SandHills," A
Guide to the South Plains of Texas (Lubbock, Texas: Texas
State Tghway . Department, 1935), p. 54.

3
Hockley and Cochran counties, and then westward into New
Mexico. Utilizing scattered watering holes, Comanches
and other Indians used the trail to trade loot taken in
raids on Texas settlements with New Mexico buyers. It
was along this route that Captain Nicholas Nolan and a
detachment of forty Negro soldiers pursued a band of
Comanches into the sandy arid region of Cochran and
Hockley counties in July of 1877. After becoming lost,
the party wandered eighty-six hours through Cochran County
in search of Indians, and, more important, for water, but
to no avail. The Llano Estacado treated the soldiers cruelly. After their guide had failed to locate water,
Nolan's troops, except four who died enroute, struggled
3
back to Tahoka Lake.
Accounts of the "Lost Nigger Expedition" were published in eastern newspapers, further
justifying in the minds of many that the Staked Plains
were nothing more than what the New York Tribune termed
4
"a sandy waterless region in Northwestern Texas."
But, in spite of the picture of desolation that
the trackless plains and sand hills presented, the pioneer
cattlemen pushed their way into the Cochran-Hockley region.
In the mid-1880's, the XIT ranch began stocking its
3
W. Curtis Nunn, "Eighty-Six Hours without Water
on the Texas Plains," Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
XLIII (January, 1940), p. 363.
4
bid., p. 360.

4
three-million-acre range that extended into north central
Hockley county along Yellow House Canyon. About 6,500
acres of its lands lay in northwestern Cochran County
5
around Silver Lake.
But it was C. C. Slaughter who forced the prairies
amidst the sand hills to yield to encroaching civilization.
Prior to his appearance on the western plains in 189 8,
most of the Cochran-Hockley region was still open range
country: only a few cattlemen had risked stocking the
sandy arid grassland. With a heavy investment, Slaughter
converted the area into a large and profitable ranch, and
from 189 8 to 1921, his cattle domain held the advancing
farmer out of the Cochran and western Hockley county
region.
Slaughter's control of the vast territory in the
Llano Estacado and his ability to transform the sandy
plains into a productive ranch were the results of fifty
years of pioneering experience. Laborious years of fighting Indians and rustlers, weathering cattle in winter
storms and summer heat, and pioneering on the plains of
Texas qualified him as perhaps the only cowman capable of
establishing effectively a profitable ranch in the area.
5
Fleming, Texas' Last Frontier, p. 3.
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Christopher Columbus Slaughter's pioneering heritage began in 1619. Captain John Slaughter, an early settler in colonial Virginia, produced a large clan of planters, his descendants migrating into the South. During
the early 1800's, William Slaughter settled in western
Mississippi. In 1825 he moved his family to Louisiana,
and five years later crossed the Sabine River into Mexican
2
Texas.
George Webb Slaughter, William's son, nineteen
when the family entered Texas, got caught up in the strife
with the Mexican government. While freighting between
Louisiana and Texas, he hauled Sam Houston's legal library
to Nacogdoches. He later served under Houston as a courier and was a procurer in the Texas army. He carried
Houston's order to retreat to William Barett Travis in

Victor B. Gliman, "Known Ancestors of Anella
Slaughter Bauer of Dallas, Texas," unpublished genealogy
manuscript, 1966, property of Mrs. Richard J. Qauer,
Dallas, Texas. - Æ>!^ ^ou^u ^tir c-u£Oi>on l 'J«•>

^James Cox, ed., Cattle Industry and the Cattlemen
of Texas and Ad jacent Territory, 1G 9:3 TstT Louis, nissouri:
Woodward and Tiernan Printing Co., 1895 ),^5=^=3^3 (hereinafter referred to as Cox, Cattle Indus-t-ry-"-a«<3.""Cattletnen) .
5
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the ill-fated Alamo, but left the place before the arrival
3
of the Mexican army.
During the revolution, Slaughter
married Sarah Mason, a descendant of John Mason of "Mason
4and Dixon Line" fame.
Though the formal ceremony was delayed by the uncertainties of the war, Slaughter later
claimed that their marriage was the first of its kind
5
under the sanction of the Republic of Texas.
The couple
settled in Sabine County where Slaughter returned to his
freighting business. The first of their eleven children,
Christopher Columbus (Lum) Slaughter, was born February
9, 1837. Four of the five other boys became prominent
cattlemen, collectively described many years later by
humorist Will Rogers as "the Cattle Slaughters of Texas."
The elder Slaughter lived out his life on the
Texas frontier, moving when it moved, instilling in his
sons a»love for open spaces and virgin grass lands. He
3

bid., p. 304.

Gilman, "Known Ancestors of Anella Slaughter
Bauer of Dallas, Texas."
Z Cox, Cattle Industry and Cattlemen, p. 304.
r*\î C^- ^ 6Allen A. Erwin, The Southwest of John H. Slaughter
(Glendale, California: Authur H. Clark Co., 1965), p. 34.
P. E. Slaughter, born in 1S46, worked as a partner with
his father and eventually moved his herds to Arizona,
ranching there until his death in 19.11. John and William,
born in 1848 and 1852, respectively, eventually became
partners in ranching. John later established the U Lazy
S Ranch in Garza County, Texas. See J. Marvin Hunter, The
Trail Drivers of Texas (2nd ed., rev.; Nashville, Tennessee:
Cokesbury Press, 1925), pp. 798 and 920.
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began to train Lum at the age of twelve to work with
cattle. However, Slaughter kept his children in school.
Lum attended grammar school in Sabine County, and later
"7

Renfrow and Yoakum College in Cherokee County.
By the time he was fifteen, Lum Slaughter had
thoroughly learned the cattle business. With the aid of
an uncle, he was placed in charge of the family cattle
located along the Trinity River in Freestone County. In
his spare time, he helped drovers move their herds across
the rain-swollen Trinity River near his father's new home.
In this venture Lum developed an eye for good cattle and
subsequently convinced his father that the cattle of the
Brazos River country to the west were superior in size
o

and flesh to their own.
While still a teenager, the future cattleman also
gained experience in trade and finance. Undoubtedly inspired by his father's freighting business during the
years of the Republic, he purchased lumber in east Texas,
hauled it to Dallas County, and sold it to settlers. With
his profit, he bought wheat in Collin County, using his
own team to grind it into flour on a tread mill. He then
returned home and sold the flour, netting $520 for three
7
Frank W. Johnson, A History of Texas and Texans,
ed. by Eugene C. Barker, III (Chicago: American Historical
Society, 1914), p. 1063.
o

Cox, Cattle

ndustry and Cattlemen, p. 332.

months' work.

Slaughter then invested in his father's
Û

cattle herd, soon acquiring seventy head.
In 1856, Lum and his father moved their cattle to
Palo Pinto County, just past the line of settlement on the
Texas frontier. Repeated Indian raids and hardships
caused by the Civil War brought ten years of trouble. On
one occasion, the Slaughters were attacked by an Indian
party attempting to steal cattle. Fortifying his men
behind their horses, George sent six men under cover of a
small ravine on a flanking movement. Suddenly, the six
reappeared at another point and charged the attackers.
Thinking that reinforcements had arrived, the Indians
retreated.
In 1860, Lum Slaughter was elected captain of a
frontier militia company organized by Governor Sam Houston
to quell the Indian threat. On a mission commanded by
Sul Ross, he aided in the rescue of Cynthia Anne Parker, a
>white girl captured by the Indians in 1836 and the mother
12
of the later famed Comanche chief, Quanah Parker.
9

Ibid.

Dela Slaughter Wright, "C. C. Slaughter," Texas
Cattle Brands, ed. by Gus Ford (Dallas, Texas:
Cockrell Co., 1958), p. 218.

Clyde

Cox, Cattle ndustry and Cattlemen, p, 305.
12
Interview, vC. C. Slaughter to George H. Harrison,
March 17, 1886, Univer.city of California, H. H. Bancroft
Collection tliaxein.af ter referred to as Interview, Slaughter
t-e Harrison , -HHB-)-.-.

After the outbreak ofthe dvil War, Lum married
Cynthia Anne Jowell on December 3, 1861. The Indians soon
forced the couple to abandon their isolated home in the
Brazos hills. A small war party had trapped Slaughter's
ne^w bride while she was at home alone, but she killed
one of the Indians when he attempted to rush nhe front
door, and the others then quickly disappeared. When Lum
returned to his ranch and found the dead Indian, he hurried his wife to the Palo Pinto settlement to wait out the
4-U 4- I3

threat.
During the war, Slaughter wanted to enlist in one
of the Confederate companies, but his friends and neighbors
14
persuaded him to stay in the frontier militia.
In 1864,
however, he became a part of the Confederate Army when
Company A of the Young County Texas State Troops was
assigned to the Confederacy.
At the close of the war, out of fear that the
South would be placed in servitude, Slaughter and several
friends headed toward Mexico, but the trip was cut short

George A. Wallis, "Cattle Kings," True West
(February, 196 4), p. 64. Six children were born by
Cynthia Jowell Slaughter: George Morgan, Minnie, Dela,
Robert Lee, Eugene, and Edgar Dick. Eugene lived two
years.
14
Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB.
Fleming, Texas' Last Frontier, p. 8.

10
16
by an accident.

While the group was on the trail, a

companion's gun became entangled in a tree branch and the
bullet discharged, striking Slaughter in the right
shoulder. He lay wounded for several weeks before gaining
17
enough strength to be carried back home.
s\\ø Slaughter returned to Palo Pinto County only to
find his herds depleted by theft. Disgusted with the
situation, he offered to sell out, but could not find a
•j r

Dallas Morning News, February 10, 1917, p. 5.
17
Cox, Cattle Industry and Cattlemen, p. 332. A
somewhat different account was told by Bob Slaughter to
Wynonna Jones: "On one scouting expedition, down on the
Devil's River, over two hundred miles from his base at Palo
Pinto, he (C. C. Slaughter) gave orders for his troops to
maintain silence and for no more shooting of guns to be
indulged in. One 'wayward' lad that he had reluctantly
allowed to join his force would not break discipline and
therefore took a shot at the first deer that came in range.
The Colonel, then a captain, then placed him under
arrest and tied him to a tree when they camped for the
night. This boy would not acknowledge legal authority, nor
did he regret breaking such necessary orders but continued"
his vituperation until he was ordered gagged--only then were his threats of revenge silenced.
The next morning when the camp had about finished
packing the mules, the boy was released and handed his big
'fifty-bore' Buffalo gun. He shot, in the back, the
officer who was still in range. The Colonel had a pile
of folded buffalo skins on his shoulder preparing to throw
them across a pack mule. The bullet to his great discomfort remained in his chest the balance of his life. As
his men were so few he forgave the boy, who later made
one of his best fighters in the service. . . . This wound
came near costmg his life, but through good care and
nursing, he recovered after many months. . . . "
(Bob
Slaughter to Wynonna Jones, in Wynonna Jones, "History of
Colonel C. C. Slaughter and His Lazy S Ranch," unpublished
manuscript, Texas Tech University, Southwest Collection
-fhé^^luciftcr roforarod-1 Lo as J o n ^ ^er-G-. G I^-a^hJLej^JJ ) .

11
buyer.

He spent the remainder of 1866 recuperating from

his wound until he was strong enough to see after his
cattle. Then, with the aid of his father, Lum scoured
the Brazos frontier, gathering the best of the scattered
herds. The following spring, Lum drove three hundred of
i

the best animals east with the intent of marketing them
18

j

in New Orleans.
But circumstances enroute changed his
destination and his destiny:
b> I came through Dallas and crossed the Trinity River
just below the city. The river was about a mile
wide on account of a flood and it was necessary for
the cattle to swim the river. When I got to
Jefferson I learned that a man had contracted with
the packery to deliver 300 steers, for which he was
to receive five cents a pound in gold, but the steers
had to weigh more than 650 pounds. His cattle did
not come up to the mark. He heard that I had some
fine cattle and came to me. I offered to fill the
contract. My cattle weighed an average of 700
pounds. That brought me thirty-five dollars per
head, and as I only paid ten dollars a head, I went
back with a profit of $7,500.
Vø I came back and paid my men and had a good profit
to work on. It was this money that gave me my start.
I was followed all the way from Jefferson to Palo
Pinto, where I lived, by men who tried to rob me.
But I returned by a roundabout route and dodged them.
I deposited the money in case in a bank at Weatherford.19
~ Thus Lum Slaughter developed a working capital during the
tight money days of Reconstruction. He then formed a
partnership with his father, and with the aid of the entire
Cox, Cattle Industry and Cattlemen, p. 333..Dallas Morning News, February 10, 1917, p. 5._

12
20
family, the two began to drive cattle north to Kansas.
Their first trip came in 186 8. "We had some hard
times on the trips to Kansas," Slaughter reported many
21
years later, "both with the Indians and the ruffians."
But the drive was worth the trouble. The partners received
about forty dollars per head in Abilene, or $32,000 for the
22
herd.
Practically the whole family made the 1869 drive
with 2,000 head, the younger brothers working as cowboys
23
for fifteen dollars per month.
Having realized $90,000
that year, the Slaughters made plans to continue the family

\

20
As many as 260,000 head of longhorn cattle were
driven from Texas to points north and east in 1866, but
legal barricades in six northern states as well as Indian
and white renegade raids against the trail herds reduced
that number to 35,000 in 1867. Range and Ranch Cattle
Traffic, H. R. Doc. No. 267, 48th Cong., 2nd Sess . , 31
(1885) . Kansas then relaxed its quarantine laws, openin<
a portion of the state for Texas drovers. Under cêrtai'n
conditions, cattlemen were allowed to move their herds
even farther north to shipping points on the new Union
Pacific railroad, then building westward across Kansas.
Wayne Gard, The Chisholm Trail (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954), p. 55. After the enterprising Joseph G. McCoy had established shipping pens at
Abilene, Kansas, and had sent circulars "to every Texas
cattleman who address could be found," the Chisholm Trail
was opened to the Slaughters and other Texas cattlemen.
Dee Brown, Trail Driving Days (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1952), p. 8.

21
Dallas Morning News, February 10, 1917, p. 5.
22
Gard, The Chisholm Trail, p. 89; Cox, Cattle
Industry and Cattlemen, p. 333.
23
J. Marvin Hunter, ed., The Trail Drivers of
Texas (2nd ed., rev., Nashville, Tennessee: Cokesbury
Press, 1925), p. 865.

24

13
business. After the 1870 drive, George Slaughter, nearing
sixty years of age, felt that he could improve the profits
by staying in Kansas and moved his family to Emporia to
handle the selling. Lum remained in Texas to do the buy24
m g , and his younger brother William became trail boss.
The Slaughter partnership continued through 1875.
By that time the trail driving profits were on the decline
because of the arrival of the railroads in Texas and the
higher price of cattle. But over the years, George Webb
and his sons built a sizeable fortune. The following
table indicates their yearly drives on the Chisholm Trail:
Year Number Cattle Amount Received
1868 800 $ 32,000
1869 2,000 90,000
1870 3,000 105,000
1871 2,000 66,000
1873 2,000 66,000
1874 2,000 60,000
,1/1875 1,000 45,00025
In 1875, George Slaughter moved his family back to
Palo Pinto County and resumed ranching. The next year, he
24
George A. Wallis, Cattle K m g s of the Staked
Plains (Dallas, Texas: American Guild Press, 1957), p. 24
25
Cox, Cattle ndustry and Cattlemen, p. 305.
William Slaughter drove a herd north in 1872, but no
figures were given; cf. Hunter, Traii Drivers of Texas,
p. 871.

14
dissolved his partnership with Lum, but continued to drive
cattle to market in partnership with Peter. Two years
2 fi

later, Peter established his own ranch in Crosby County,
bút George continued to maintain herds until 1886 when
27
failing health forced him to give up ranching.
But his
reputation as a itinerant Baptist preacher and frontier
28
doctor kept him active until his death in 1895.
In 1871, Lum Slaughter began rebuilding his own
herds and producing a heavier, fleshier animal by crossbr'eeding Kentucky-born shorthorn Durham bulls with longhorns. The idea spread throughout North Texas. After
observing twenty new shorthorn bulls being driven through
Fort Worth on their way to Slaughter's pastures, a local
newspaper was prompted to point out that the Durham "will

Hunter, Trail Drivers of Texas, p. 7 87.
Cox, Cattle Industry and Cattlemen, p. 305. ^h
2 8
First a Methodist, George Webb "Parson" Slaughter
became a Baptist in 1842 and was ordained to preach in
1844, reportedly carrying his Bible in one saddlebag and
his six-gun in another. In his fifty-year ministry, he
was credited with founding twenty churches and baptizing
three thousand persons. J. C. Koen, "George Webb
Slaughter," West Texas Historical Association Yearbook,
XXVIII (October, 1952), p. 110. He often mixed preaching
andTlFãnching. On one occasion,"~~a small Baptist congregation gathered at thein church to await the arrival of the
famed cowboy-preacher./ At the appointod time; Slaughter
had not appeared. The gro p waited,~and finally, late in
the evening, Slaughter rode up to the church, explaining
that he was delayed because he had encountered enroute
several unbranded calves that-nee-ded his brand. Lfitcr *
víêw, W . "C.-~tto±-écn, LuhbQCJ£f~Jtoxes7""'to UavTa^tnrrah,
(March 2, 1970) .

15
soon be as familiar on the Texas prairies as the Longhorn
„29
ís now."
After Lum and his father discontinued their partnership in 1875, the younger Slaughter turned his attention
to other business ventures. In 1873, he had moved his
growing family to Dallas, a city of seven thousand, already
30
heralded as the "commercial center of Northern Texas."
With the aid of a business partner and an open buckboard
wagon, he moved $10,000 in silver money from a Weatherford
JUbank across sixty miles of frontier roads to his new
31
home.
With Colonel W. E. Hughes, J. B. Couts, and T. C.
32
Jorden, Slaughter opened the City Bank in 1873.
Operating under the name of C. C. Slaughter & Company, the
partnership continued for a number of years until Hughes,
C. C. Slaughter, and George Slaughter bought out the other
investors. Hughes attended to banking matters, and Lum
Slaughter handled the buying and selling of cattle. The
company was discontinued in 1879 when Lum bought out
33
Hughes and his father.
29
Gard, Chisholm Trail, p. 222, citing Fort Worth
Democrat, September 25, 1875.
30
Dallas Weekly Herald, July 24, 1873, p. 1.
31
_lÆ%erviewy -Wr E . McAna 1 iy, Dallas, Texas-, to o>
David__Murrah, June 25, 19.70. <>\*HZ1 A « ^tí^JC J?
Dallas Morning News, February 10, 1917.
33
Memorial and Biographical History of Dallas
County, Texas (Chicago: Lewis Publishing Co., 1892), p. 520

16
By 1875, Lum Slaughter was known as Colonel C. C.
Slaughter, the Cattle King of Texas. Only thirty-eight
years old, he had made several hundred thousand dollars
in Reconstruction Texas and was well established in banking in growing Dallas. But his pioneering heritage would
not let him be content. As Young and Palo Pinto counties
continued to fill with settlers and as profits were gone
from the trail drives, Slaughter turned his attention to
developing a steer ranch.
But a growing family kept him close to home. For
his wife and five children, Slaughter erected a "mansion
in the woods" in north Dallas. But Cynthia Jowell
Slaughcer did not live long to enjoy her new home, dying
34
May 17, 1876, at the age of thirty-two.
At the time,
George Morgan, the oldest of the children, was nearly
fourteen, and the youngest, Edgar Dick, was almost three.
^Slaughter's concern for his children delayed his search
for new ranch country, but while on his final trail drive
to Kansas, he met Carrie Averill, daughter of a Baptist
preacher. After a brief courtship, the couple was married
35
in 1877.
34
Personal Papers, Mrs. Anella Slaughter Bauer,
Dallas, Texas.
35
Slaughter and his men had stopped off at a small
farm community in Kansas to take part in the fellowship of
a church social. During the program, a beautiful young
lady caught the Texas cowman's attention. Wanting to be
properly introduced, Slaughter asked some of the íocal

17
After having found a wife to care for his children,
Slaughter then continued his efforts to build a breeding
herd. Leasing pastures in Palo Pinto and Jack counties,
he imported one hundred shorthorn Durham heifers from
Kentucky. In partnership with Hughes and John Hullem
of Stephens County, he bought in South Texas in 1877 five
thousand two-year old steers and heifers. The cattle were
driven north and wintered along the Colorado near presentday San Angelo. The following spring, the herd was moved
to the Colorado River headwaters and located along Bull
Creek in Borden County near some rock corrals. Ironically,
the corrals had been built the year before by John and
William Slaughter, C. C.'s younger brothers. Intending to
establish their own ranch, the brothers were away buying
cattle in South Texas. When they returned to find their
claim had been "jumped," no clash occurred. One witness
reported that "a little matter of this kind caused no hard
feelings between the brothers, for there was much land
people to present him, but no one would cooperate.
Finally, he sought the local pastor and explained his
situation. The preacher surveyed Slaughter, and replied
that he could introduce him. She was his daughter.
-—*__p/
Wallis, Cattle K_ings_ o_f the Staked Plains, p. 25. F oiix,,* *ff
children were born to Slaughter's second marriage: -"
C. C , Jr., Al^xander Averill, Carrie Rebecka, and Nelle
Louise .
36
Chicago Live Stock World, June 23, 1902, p. 1.

18
left." John and Will moved north and located in Crosby
County.
A year later, Slaughter bought out his partners'
interest in the new ranch and moved his upgraded cattle
from Palo Pinto and Jack counties to the new range.__These "ycattle were branded with a t^S^ (Long S) and were
underbit on each ear; the ranch was soon called the Long S.
Shortly, a vast region along the Colorado and its
tributaries was known as Slaughter country. Since he was
among the first of the cattlemen to push that far north
38
and west against and even onto the high plains,
Slaughter
claimed as much land as he wanted; and for a while, he
reportedly considered an area two-hundred miles square to
be his territory. Covering all or much of Howard,
Martin, Gaines, Dawson, and Borden counties, the sprawling
Long S ranch was eventually trimmed to a more workable
size. Even then, however, it was still described as "the
second largest ranch West Texas ever had," second only to

37

Jack Alley to Frank P. Hill, "Fifty-four Years
of Pioneering on the Plains of Texas, Lynn County News,
March 1, 1930 (hereinafter referred to as Alley,
"Pioneering"). Alley worked for three generations of
Slaughters, George, C. C , and Robert.
38

Jack Allison Rickard, "Ranch Industry of the
Texas South Plains"(unpublished M. A. thesis, University
of Texas, 1927), p. 180 ^ie'lnafrenr-r^fe-if-gftxl fo as
Rickard, "Ranch Industry"') .
39Hunter, Trail Drivers of Texas, p, 901.

19
40
the three-million acre XIT.
The ranch's boundaries
extended from "Gail (Borden County) on the east to
Seminole, Gaines County, on the west; from ten or twelve
miles north of Big Spring on the south to Indian Springs,
northeast of Lamesa, and nearly to the Lynn County line.
It included Cedar Lake in northern Gaines County, and also
41
extended to Stanton and to within a few miles of Midland."
Long S cowboy Jack Alley estimated the ranch to be about
forty by eighty miles in extent. (See Figure 2, page 95.)
Changes in Texas land policies, designed to stap
the cattlemen's free use of the public grassland, brought
about a reduction in the size of Slaughter's spread. The
legislature in 1879 had passed a law allowing for the sale*-^
of no more than one section of arable or three sections of
pasture land to one individual. In 18 81, however, the law
was modified to allow the sale of seven sections to one
person. Slaughter took advantage of the new law by using
his cowboys and members of his family as purchasing agents
42
to acquire about 100,000 acres.
Furthermore, m a
single transaction, he bought 12 8,000 acres from the Texas
40
Alley, "Pioneering."
bid.
Rickard, "Ranch Industry," p. 115.

20
A *"i

and Pacific Railway for a reported $220,485.82.

In addi-

tion, he leased 340,000 acres from the state and rented
44
other lands from smaller ranchers.
For a number of
years, the Long S Ranch contained approximately two million
45
acres.
By 1890, even after other ranching outfits had
pushed into the area, Slaughter's territory along the headwaters of the Colorado River still covered a region fifty46
six miles in length and thirty-two miles in width.'
The first headquarters of the ranch, which was
located on Bull Creek, was nothing more than a hole covered
with mesquite poles and dirt dug in a clay bank. A dried
bull hide hanging from the rafters by the tail served as a
47
door.

Later a new headquarters was built at German
48
Springs on Tobacco Creek.
43
J. T. Small, Daugherty Land and Cattle Company
pamphlet, Munson Collection, Archives Division, PanhandlePlains Historical Museum, West Texas State University,
Letters, 1891. According to Small, Slaughter paid $3.50
per acre for the land, but redeemed land grant bonds in
exchange for title. The bonds were worth about fifty
cents on the dollar at the time they were purchased.
44
Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB.
45
Alley, "Pioneering."
Eugene H. Price, Open Range Ranching o_n the tCm
South Plains in the 1890's (Clarendon, Texas: Clarendon
Press, 1967), map (in pocket). Price's sketch map of the
cow outfits on the South Plains was drawn from memory in
1936.
47
Letter, Bob Slaughter to Jones, " C C Slaughter."
48
Rufus O'Keefe, Cc___boy_ Life (San Antonio, Texas:
The Naylor Co., 19 36), p. 46.
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The Long S brand soon gained nation-wide attention.
By 1882, the Texas and Pacific railroad had reached Colorado City, and from that point, Slaughter shipped his
first calf crop. He selected about 350 head, or eleven
carloads of three-year-old Durham-longhorn steers, rode A—•
with them to St. Louis, and sold them for seven cents pe'r
pound, reportedly the highest price ever paid for grassfed beef. The steers averaged 1090 pounds per head, even
49
after six days in transit.
The sale greatly enhanced
Slaughter's title, the Cattle King of Texas, and he was
50
quite proud of the feat.

"Lum Slaughter's luck," as less
51
fortunate cowmen termed it, had paid off once a g a m .
And, after the sale, Slaughter declined an offer of one
» 52
million dollars for his cattle mterests.
Slaughter invested heavily in the Long S Ranch. At
times his cattle herds swelled to thirty or forty thousand
49
Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB; cf. Cox,
Cattlemen and Cattle Industry, p. 3 33, and Dallas Morning
News, February 10, 1917, p. 5. Other sources indicate that
there were 1000 steers in this shipment. However,
Slaughter stated in separate interviews that the shipment
was eleven cars. The "350 head" figure is based on
thirty-two head per railway car.
bid.
51
Chicago Live Stock World, June 23, 1902, p. 2.
52
Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB.
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head.53 Nine thousand calves were prcduced by the ranch
in 1884, and the operation averaged 12,000 per year over
the following fifteen years. By 1885, much of the ranch
54
was under fence.
In 1884, Slaughter expanded his cattle kingdom by
buying into a large ranch situated on the Staked Plains
west of present-day Plainview. T. W. and J. N. Morrison
had purchased land scattered over an area some twenty
miles square lying in the corners of Hale, Lamb, Castro,
and Swisher counties, and operated it as the Cross L Ranch.
After stocking their range, the Morrisons sold half
interest in the lands and cattle to W. D. Johnson of
Iowa.55 Slaughter then traded 10,000 cattle for halfinterest in the ranch, and with the Morrisons and Johnson,
56
formed the Runningwater Land and Cattle Company_.
Located
along the draw of that name, ohe of the few streams with
any water in that part of the South Plains, the ranch was
soon stocked with 20,000 head of cattle. Local cowboys
referred to the ranch as the Circle, named after its
brand. (See Figure 2, page 95.)
53

Small, Daugherty Land and Cattle Company pamphlet; cf. p_a_llas Morning News, February 10, 1917, p. 5.
54

Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB.

55

Mary L. Cox, History of Hale County, Texas
(Plainview, Texas: Mary L. Cox, 1937), p. 8.
56 Rufus O'Keefe, Cowboy Life, p. 32.
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On July 16, 1890, Slaughter traded his half interest in the cattle, horses, and equipment for his partners'
half interest in the land, and the Runningwater Company
57
was dissolved.
The 89,000 acres of owned land and
several thousand acres of leased pastures were referred to
by the Slaughters as the Runningwater Ranch for many
years. The ranch restocked with cattle from the Long S
ranch and for twenty-five years was managed by the
Colonel's eldest son, George Morgan.
By 1895, C C Slaughter seemingly had accomplished
his dreams. Owning title to more than 300,000 acres of
land, he perhaps was the largest individual land owner in
the state. With 37,000 head of cattle on his ranches, and
with his own bank in Dallas, Slaughter finally admitted
for the first time that he was doing well. In a letter to
his son George, the Colonel modestly related, "From all
appearances we are all ok [sic] financially, and as this
is the first year for a long time I felt this way, don't
you think we had better lay on our oars this year and let
developments show us which way the financial tide is
5 8
drifting us [?]"
57

But he was not to cease on that note,

Letter, W. P. Soash to Jones, " C C

Slaughter."

58
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter, o^January 27, 1895, Texas Tech University, Southwest Hni- „ *•
lection, George M. Slaughter Papers (her&iriiLf.taE- referreá,to as GMS) t
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for he was on the verge of making his last expansion-the acquisition of lands in Cochran and Hockley counties.

CHAPTER III
THE TRANSITION FROM OPEN-RANGE RANCHING
TO STOCK FARMING
Ranching on the South Plains of Texas has undergone two phases in its hundred-year history--the open range
and controlled stock farming. Technical developments such
as the invention of barbed wire and the windmill, combined
with the steady advance of the farmer's frontier, hastened
the transition and helped end the open range ranch for all
time. Many of the plains ranches did not survive the
change, but C C Slaughter's cow empire expanded and
improved as the industry underwent the transition.
Until about 1900 open range ranching was more practical and convenient for Colonel Slaughter. Fences were
used only along the south side of the Runningwater and
Long S ranches to prevent the cattle from drifting ahead
of winter storms.1 Since he owned the watering places,
2
these areas were enclosed in some of his pastures.
The Slaughter management operation was as uncomplicated as open range ranching. The Colonel directed the

"^Rickard, "Ranch Industry," p. 79.
Alley, "Pioneering."
25

26
ranch policies from his Dallas office through his two man3
agers, located on or near their areas of supervision.
The managers directed the control of cattle movement and
branding through their instructions to the division foremen. Each foreman supervised his division from a line
camp headquarters, usually located at a favorable watering
4
place,
including the work of the "outside" cowboys who
patrolled the edges of the Slaughter range to keep the
5
Long S cattle at home.
Like the trail drivers of previous years, Slaughter
management was basically a family operation. The two oldest boys, George and Bob, were sent to West Texas soon
after the ranches were established. George served as
director and later manager of the Runningwater Ranch. Bob
succeeded C A. (Gus) O'Keefe as manager of the huge Long S
range in 1888 when he was only eighteen years old. The
younger boys, E. Dick, Alex, and C C Jr., worked on the
ranches during the summers after they were old enough to
ride horses. Unlike their older brothers, all three
returned to school each year, received college degrees,
3

Ibid.

4

bid.

The Long S Ranch during the open-range days was
divided into the Buffalo, Sulphur Springs, Mustang Springs,
and Rattlesnake divisions. Each was located along
separate creeks.
r

Letter, Bob Slaughter to Jones, " C C

Slaughter."
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7
and worked in their father's Dallas office.
The highlight of open-range ranching was the annual
roundup and the Slaughter version was the biggest in West
Texas. Cooperating with other members of the cattlemen's
association, the Slaughter outfit would move from ranch to
ranch with other crews twice annually. The roundup would
be managed by a boss elected by the participating ranchers
who would direct the herding and branding activities of a
hundred or more cowboys.9 The biggest open-range roundup
on Long S ranges occurred in 1884. Bob Slaughter never
forgot the experience:
He (the roundup boss) ordered each group of men^to
make a dry camp ten miles away and each in a different
direction like the spokes of a wheel. The wing of
each outfit was to get in touch with the wing of the
next outfit at sunup. . . . This covered a country
twenty miles square. The next day the cattle streamed
into the roundup ground. . . . By ten a.m. fifteen
thousand head were milling in the flat. . . . All
through the long afternoon the cutting kept on until
our number had finished in the afterglow of a western
sunset. I'll say it was some roundup.iU
7

C C , Jr., spent four months of his eighteenth
year on thê rânch alone tending the bulls. One day he
washed his clothes and hung them on the fence to dry while
he counted his stock. While he was away, some of the stray
cattle ate his laundry. He told an interviewer later that
the event chanqed his life. "That settled my destmy, he
related; "It mãde me a Christian." He was given by his
father the choice of ranching or schoolmg; he enrolled m
Baylor University that fall. Interview, C C Slaughter,
Jr., to Jones, " C C Slaughter."
8
Hunter, Trail Drivers of Texas, p. 346.
9
Bob Slaughter to Jones, "C C Slaughter."
10

Ibid.
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The simplicity of open-range ranching neither prevented a number of serious problems nor allowed for herd
control and breeding improvement. Combined physical and
legal threats forced some of the public domain ranches out
of business and caused Slaughter and others to look for
new methods of stock farming and land control.
The greatest physical threat to the Slaughter operation was from severe "northers" and freezes that periodically struck the plains. During the winter of 1884-1885,
several snow storms drove thousands of cattle from the
Texas Panhandle to the Pecos River. Ten thousand Slaughter
beeves died in the storms; thousands more were scattered
over 150 miles of Texas. Outfits from twelve West Texas
ranches recovered 25,000 head from the Pecos River breaks,
12
working under the supervision of Gus O'Keefe.
Had the
surviving cattle not been retrieved, the loss would have
13
bankrupted Colonel Slaughter.
He was on hand to mspect
personally his herd as it was driven across the Texas and
14
Pacific railroad tracks at Big Sprmg.
Bob Slaughter to Jones, " C C

Slaughter."

12
O'Keefe, Cowboy Life, p. 99.
Wallis, Cattle Kings of the Staked Plains, p. 27.
Wallis gives 1887 as the year of the "big drift." Bob
Slaughter's dating (1884-1885) seems more reliable.
14
Bob Slaughter to Jones, " C C Slaughter."
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Drouths and the resulting lack of water also
plagued the Long S ranges. Before the development of the
windmill, only the prairies around the natural watering
places and surface tanks could be utilized. During sustained dry periods, these pastures were overgrazed to the
point that many cattle starved. Even the development of
the windmill did not prevent a shortage of water. During
the years of 189 3 and 189 4 many tanks and creeks went dry
15
and several thousand cattle died.
Not all threats to the open range were physical.
Slaughter's access to over a half million acres of grassland was dependent upon the continuation of the liberal
leasing policies established by Texas lawmakers during the
early years of the open-range ranch industry. Until 1895,
the big ranchers were able to renew their leases without
fear of preemption by "nesters." In that year, however,
the big ranchers' dynasties on the plains received a
devastating blow with the passage by the Texas legislature
of the "four-section act." This law provided that a prospective settler could acquire one section of agriculture
land and three of grazing land for as little as eighty
dollars down and forty years to pay. Lands were to be
sold only to actual settlers, and those desiring to purchase tracts were required to prove three years residence
_

Rickard, "Ranch Industry," p. 66.
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and improvements before obtaining title. A subsequent
amendment reduced the price of agricultural land to a
dollar and a half per acre, thereby reducing the down
. 16
payment.
In order to maintain the Long S holdings, Colonel
Slaughter sent his cowboys to the courthouses to file on
land as his leases expired. Resulting confrontations with
prospective settlers produced a few cowboy versus "nester"
skirmishes, particularly in Borden County. For the most
part, the cowboys were successful and leased their newly
acquired lands to Slaughter for a three to ten year
17
period.
Although he was able to maintain his huge holdings for several years after the passage of the foursection act, Slaughter realized that the big ranch would
18
eventually break up.
Occasionally, a Slaughter cowboy
speeded that process by selling his claim to a legitimate
19
settler; obviously, he then quickly left the area.
16

Jean Alexandre Paul, "The Farmer's Frontier on
the South Plains (unpublished M. A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1959), pp. 84-85.
17

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
October 2, 1902, GMS; cf. Interview, Ira Byrd to Elmer
Kelton, Sanco, Texas, November 6, 1969, tape recording,
Texas Tech University, Southwest Collection.
1p

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
September 24, 189 7, GMS.
1
Letter, E. Dick Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 15, 1901, GMS.
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Technical improvements in ranching were made as
competition for public land usage increased. The regions
of the plains not watered by natural streams were made
usable with the introduction of the windmill. As early as
1885, drillers were roaming the prairies installing the
20
new w m d machines on the area ranches.
However, only a
few wells were drilled on the Long S since most of its
ranges were naturally watered.
Fencing improvements also allowed Slaughter and
other plains ranchers to change from an open to closed
range operation, while at the same time maintaining control over large tracts of public land. The development of
barbed wire provided ranchers a cheap method of protecting
21
their cattle, even on the leased ranges.
Slaughter had
fenced portions of the Long S Ranch by 1885, and as his
22
leases expired, his patented holdmgs were also enclosed.
By 1900, open range ranching on the South Plains
had virtually ended, and with its termination came the
beginning of a new era. As early as 1875, Slaughter had
been improving his breeding stock by importing new cattle
strains into Texas; range enclosure allowed the rancher to
20
Carolyn Bledsoe Goebel, "The Role of Water in the
Ranching Industry in the Southwest" (unpublished M. A.
thesis, Texas Technological College, 1969), p. 138.
21
Rickard, "Ranch Industry," p. 109.
22
Interview, Slaughter to Harrison, HHB.
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develop purebred herds. Slaughter's interest in fine
cattle breeding spurred his search for new ranges and
eventually led to his creating a new ranch empire.
As the plains ranches were fenced, Slaughter and
his neighbors began importing new breeds by the trainload.
In 1884, ten cars of Hereford bulls were added to the
23
Long S Durham-longhorn breeding stock.
However, a
declining cattle market prevented Slaughter from continuing his herd improvements for several years, but by the
1890's northern breeders and feedlot operators were producing a more marketable animal than were Texas ranchers.
As a result, Slaughter, in 1894 in an effort to improve
24
his own herds, imported additional Durham stock.
The end of the open range, unstable leasing policies, and a shaky beef market convinced Slaughter that his
25
surest investment would be the purebred breedmg herd.
His reputation as a pioneer in breeding improvement helped
bring him an opportunity to expand his interest in purebre
cattle. In January 189 7, three Hockley ranchers visited
Slaughter at his Dallas bank and brought the Colonel word
of a fine herd of cattle that was available for purchase.
_

Letter, Bob Slaughter to Jones, "C C Slaughter
24
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
September 17, 1894; letter, John P. Gillett to C C
Slaughter, November 22, 1894, GMS.
25
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 15, 189 7, GMS.
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West Texas rancher John Scharbauer had acquired a large
herd of purebred Hereford cattle from the retiring Panhandle pioneer, Charles Goodnight in 1896. The cattle
originally were produced from imported Herefords introduced in 1883 to the JA Ranch by Hereford breeder 0. H.
Nelson.26 Bearing the JJ (cross J) brand, the herd was
moved to Scharbauer's grass leases in Hockley County.
For some unknown reason, Scharbauer decided to
sell the herd. He apparently first offered the cattle to
Fount G. Oxsheer, an early Hockley rancher. Oxsheer and
his partner, A. J. Harris, owned and leased 140,000 acres
in the county, but neither were able to meet Scharbauer's
$50,000 price tag. But having been a life-long friend and
Martin County ranching neighbor to Colonel Slaughter,
Oxsheer felt that the Long S owner might be interested.
The Hockley County ranchers presented the offer of the herd
to Slaughter in Dallas. Relying on their description of
the herd and knowing of its reputation, the Colonel bought
27
the 1900 cows, calves, and bulls sight unseen.
He was
no longer "laying on his oars."
Slaughter could not conceal his elation over the

26

J. Evetts Haley, Charles Goodnight, Cowman and
Plainsman (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press,
1949), p. 318.

27

Letter, C. C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 15, 1897, GMS. Harris also borrowed $7,000 from
Slaughter's American National Bank at the time. Hockley
County Deed Trust Records, Vol. 1, p. 88.
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herd. "I think this is the best trade I ever made," he
wrote to his son George. "There is not a drop of Texas
blood in those cattle and I don't think there is any such
a herd with h [sic] the number in the U.S. Now this throws
us to the front and there is [sicl enough she cattle in
2 8
them to stock the plains in twenty years. . . . "
Slaughter then hastened to improve his position as
a purebred owner. In March, two months before he saw his
new herd, he bought fifty-seven of what he cermed "the
29
best bulls in America, if not the world."
He paid $2,500
for Ancient Briton, famous champion of the 189 3 Chicago
Colombian Exposition. A month later, he added other expensive Hereford bulls to his stock and estimated that the
total worth of his new investment of purebred cattle was
at least a half million dollars.
In May, Slaughter visited Hockley County for the
first of many times. The whitefaced cattle were received
and turned onto Oxsheer's Diamond Ranch; the Hockley County
cowman agreed to keep the cattle for a four-year period at
30
one dollar per head per year.
Slaughter then renamed
the Diamond spread as the Ancient Briton Hereford Ranch
and instructed Oxsheer to subdivide the range into six

bid.
29

Ibid., April 3, 1897.

30

bid., January 15, 1897.
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pastures so that each class of bulls could be bred to a
corresponding grade of cows. A lean-to located eight miles
31
west of present-day Levelland served as headquarters.
Slaughter took every opportunity to advertise his
new herd and breeding ranch. Livestock journalists were
given guided tours, and their reports spread the fame of
his new venture. Slaughter's stationery proclaimed him as
the owner of the "Champion Hereford Herd of the World" and
displayed an etching of Ancient Briton, so the famous bull
would be "indelibly associated with the name C C
Slaughter." "We are on top," he wrote to his son George,
32
"if we can just stay there."
To make sure that his was the best herd, Slaughter
continued to seek the finest Herefords available. In 1899,
he learned that Sir Bredwell, the champion of the Omaha
Exposition, was to be sold at public auction. He determined to buy the animal regardless of the price:
There is going to be a Champion Bull sold by Sotham,
the only Champion in my mind that has risen since the
great Columbian Exposition at Chicago. I refer to
the Champion of the Omaha Exposition, where the best
exhibit of bulls was shown since the World's Fair.
This is Sir Bredwell, four years old on the day of
the sale. I am fully persuaded in my mind that we
ought to own this bull, although we have some of the
same stock, from the fact that we have so many
Interview, Hiley T. Boyd, Jr., to David Murrah,
June 1, 1970.
32
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 21, 189 8, GMS.
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champion bulls on our ranch. I expect he will bring
good money. There is only one objection to him that
I can bring to my mind, and that is his age. But
like Ancient Briton, he stands out before America,
as the best. No matter what he is, he has the reputation of a Champion, and by all means should go to
the Champion Herd. I have no doubt he is a good
individual, and from his picture I suspect he presents the appearance of all that is claimed for him.
Consequently, I believe that no one can afford to
pay more for him than we can. Mainly because the
purchase of him alone, will enhance the value of
every white-face we have. . . . If we can buy this
Bull, we can get a new write-up of our former purchases, and show the world that we mean what we say
and that we are determined to raise the best Hereford
herd in America. So my mind is that the money spent
for this Bull will spread itself over (to a certain
extent) all the white-faces we own. My judgment
compels me to want this bull, on the same principle
.:" '• that I bought Ancient Briton—reputation that cannot
be denied. . . . These facts will go down the annals
of history,—Where is the Champion bull of the world,
Ancient Briton? Where is the Champion bull of
America in 1898, Sir Bredwell? on the Plains of
Texas. Who owns them? C C Slaughter. To my mind,
we had better pay ten times the value of this bull
alone, than to let him go to another herd.JJ
The Sotham Hereford auction in Kansas City attracted a thousand cattlemen and wide-spread attention. Colonel
Slaughter outbid meat packer K. B. Armour and a dozen other
prospective buyers for the bull by paying five thousand
dollars for the champion bull, the highest price ever paid
at a public auction. A lawyer-turned-poet captured the
spirit of the sale:
Slaughter cries. . .
"Come on my braves; to horse! to horse!
We'll see who bears the stoutest purse!
For, know, Sir Bredwell said to me,
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 21, 1899, GMS.
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'I crave your hospitality;'
Nor will I pause until he reigns
The monarch of the Texan plains.
Lay on, Macbeth! Lay on, McDuff!
Damned be the first who cries 'enough!'"
But warily his thrusts they meet,
For valor oft must be discreet.
At "Forty-nine" at last they pause,
While Slaughter jeers their hopeless cause,
And boldly shouts, "A hundred more!" 3 4
The tremendous investment in the Hereford breeding
stock paid off with national recognition for the Texas
cowman. Several hundred head of Slaughter's purebred and
crossbred stock were marketed in Chicago, St. Louis, and
Kansas City. The average weight per head was 165 4 pounds,
35
reportedly a new weight record for Texas-bred steers.
Of his many accomplishments, none brought Colonel
Slaughter more pride than his distinction as a purebred
Hereford breeder. In an address to the cattlemen's association convention in 1906, he confessed his pride to his
contemporaries:
No man sooner perceived the necessity of improving
Texas cattle or has done more to encourage the idea
. . . . Preferring the Hereford, I have spared neither
means nor effort to stock my pastures with high grade
and with pure-bred beef strains of cattle and to
induce my friends to do likewise. This fact is a
Slaughter told a reporter that "when the record
was broken, everybody went wild. Hats and overcoats were
thrown in the air and men laughed, cried and shouted."
Clipping, George M. Slaughter II Papers, Roswell, New
Mexico.
35
W. Penn Anderson, Santa Fe Railway statistician,
quoted in a Fort Worth newspaper, clippmg, GMS.
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legacy I will leave to my posterity and to my native
state that I am proud of and that I esteem the crowning achievement of all my life.36
Slaughter's new breeding operation in Hockley
County immediately prompted a search for additional pastures on the plains. With the intent of "fixing it" for
the new Hereford cattle, he bought in 189 7 the &- (T J F)
Ranch that lay adjacent to the Rattlesnake division of the
Long S in Borden and Dawson counties. Later that year he
leased A. J. Harris's 140,000-acre Tahoka Lake Ranch in
37
Lynn County.
As the farmer's frontier began to push into the
northwestern segment of the South Plains during the early
1890's, the great ranches began to break up. Colonel
Slaughter worked to hold what he had and at the same time
to find a new home for his Hereford herd. Surprisingly,
he located his additional lands where his purebred herds
were already grazing--in Hockley and adjoining Cochran
counties. Protected from settlemen't, the land lay in an
area exempt from state homesteading policies; much of it
belonged to other Texas counties in blocks of four leagues
or less; part of it had already been deeded to railroads

Dallas Morning News, March 22, 19 06, p. 4.
37
Slaughter maintained the Tahoka Lake Ranch until
1907 when his lease renewal was challenged by a settler,
J. N. Kelner. The Texas Supreme Court ruled that a lease
holder of state land could not cancel his lease and release before the date of expiration of the first lease.
The decision contributed to the breaking up of several
leased ranches across the state, (Alley, "Pioneermg") .

39
or internal improvements companies; and a great part of it
3 8
was capitol reservation land (XIT Ranch).
Ranches in the Cochran-Hockley area had been operating on a limited basis since the late 1880's. With no
surface water available except for a few shallow lakes and
buffalo wallows, the sandy country supported few cattle.
Established during the early 1880's, the first ranch in
the area was the Surratt, covering 34,000 acres in southern
39
Cochran County.
That ranch was bought by John T. Beal's
Jumbo Cattle Company in 1887. Beal also used most of
40
central Cochran County s m c e ít was open range country.
The dry years of the early 1890's nearly ruined
the Jumbo Company, forcing it to sell to the St. Louis
41
Cattle Company. Beal remained as manager.
With new f m a n cial backing, Beal then expanded his operation by leasing
42
additional land in Cochran County.
After the passage of the four-section act, the
four-league tracts in Cochran and Hockley counties became
more attractive to displaced cattleraen. During the spring
of 1897, R. S. Ferrel leased 43,000 acres in northeastern
38
Paul, "The Farmer's Frontier on the South Plains,"
p. 104.
39
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 1, p. 4.
bid.
41
Cox, Cattle ndustry and Cattlemen, p. 549.
42
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 1, p. 76.
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Cochran County, apparently intending to stock that range.
But in May he sold his leases to M. B. Huling of Reeves
County, a financial backer of Fount Oxsheer. Huling
boughc additional land and allowed Oxsheer to make improvements. By 189 7, the Huling Ranch was in operation as
Cochran County's largest—9 3,000 acres.
The early ranchers in the area drilled few windmills. One of the first was located in the center of
present-day Levelland. Another was drilled in Sulphur
Draw in central Cochran County. A horse-powered draw mill
was located on the county line on the Mallet Ranch in
43
southwestern Hockley County.
(See Figure 3, page 96.)
Probably no man better understood the problems of
ranching amidst the sand hills than did Fount Oxsheer. As
early as 1888, he had been grazing cattle in the region
and had several thousand head in western Hockley County
when Slaughter visited his ranch. Oxsheer apparently
advised the Colonel about the possibility of acquiring
title to a large block of the western South Plains. He
pointed out that very little of the land was individually
owned, but that much of the other could be bought from the
twenty-eight counties that owned each of the 17,712-acre
blocks. Oxsheer felt certain that a big cattleman could
buy the land from the farmer-oriented county commissioners;
43
Interview, Hiley T. Boyd, Jr., Godley, Texas, to
David Murrah, June 1, 1970.
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it would have to be acquired through purchasing agents.
Also, Oxsheer apparently knew that Huling could be persuaded to sell his huge tract.
Slaughter made no decision about purchasing new
lands until December 1897. However, after he had paid
$250 per month rent for winter pasture for his bulls, he
apparently felt that he needed new pastures for his purebred herd. Thus, he hired Oxsheer to buy the land in
Cochran and Hockley counties. Slaughter agreed to pay
Oxsheer bonuses for deeds to fifty to sixty leagues, or
45
about 250,000 acres in one block.
The Colonel in a letter to his son revealed his
optimism in regard to the new venture:
I am still pulling away on the land trade you heard
Oxsheer and I figuring on. I now have $6,000 on
the proposition. He thinks he will finally get
350,000 acres. I am of the opinion that it is one
of the best ranches in the state that can be obtained
in a solid body. The fact is, it is about the last
chance. If I succeed in getting this ranch, and
live long enough to improve it right, I desire to
make it an insurance policy for my children, undivided,
and indivisible, until the death of the last one of
my family. I think it is the best policy I could
44
Ibid.
Statement by C C Slaughter, court interrogatory, Hiley T. Boyd Papers, Texas Tech University, Southwest Collection (hereinafter referred to as HTB).
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leave my children as it will be yielding a profit
all the time. It will be one of, if not the greatest
legacy, ever left to a family in the nation. It will
be the greatest blood preserve on earch. I am trying
toleave a sterling character to go with it, as I
think a good name is the most priceless heritage a
man can leave.46
Slaughter was sixty-one years old when he decided
to invest in the Cochran and Hockley lands. Knowing that
he would need to move swiftly if ha expected to convert
the arid region into a profitable ranch, he devoted for
several years a great deal of time and interest to the
development of what was to become known as the Lazy S
Ranch.

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 21, 189 8, GMS.
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During its first two years of operation, the
Cochran-Hockley ranch was referred to as the Long S. After
1901, the ranch was called the Lazy S in order to distinguish it from Colonel Slaughter's Long S Ranch in Howard,
Borden, Martin, and Dawson counties. The Lazy S brand was
placed on the animal's thigh instead of the side, and was
shorter in length than the Long S. Interview, George M.
Slaughter II, Roswell, New Mexico, to David Murrah,
August 25, 19 70.

CHAPTER IV
THE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAZY S RANCH—
1898-1906
The purchase of the new ranch involved several
considerations and problems. First, in 189 8, farmers
were steadily advancing onto the eastern South Plains.
Their interest in new soils forced land market prices
upward in areas that had already been penetrated by railroads. Secondly, the Slaughter name was associated with
large land holdings; many already felt that Colonel
Slaughter was trying to corner every acre remaining in the
public domain and would oppose his efforts to acquire additional acreage. Anticipating opposition, Slaughter warned
his son George to keep quiet about the Oxsheer deal: "A
word to others would ruin us," he wrote. Also, his purchasing agent was faced with the prospect of visiting at
least eighteen balky county commissioners' courts that had
no sympathy with Slaughter's desire to own a solid block
of the Llano Estacado.
"^Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 25, 189 8, GMS.
43

44
Fount Oxsheer, busy with his own cattle interests,
did not attempt to contact personally all the scattered
counties. Instead, he enlisted his ranch neighbors and
partners to help, men who already had leased land for
grazing purposes from the commissioners' courts. He and
Slaughter dispatched A. J. Harris, R. S. Ferrel, and W. E.
Kaye to do the negotiating.
Harris, Oxsheer's Diamond Ranch partner, was the
most successful of the purchasing agents. Visiting the
Panhandle counties of Armstrong and Randall in March of
189 8, he quickly obtained title to their four-league
blocks. In April, he persuaded R. S. Ferrel to sell the
Carson County land that Ferrel had acquired previously,
apparently for his own usage. During the summer, Harris
obtained title to the Mills and Potter County tracts.
Thus, by the end of July, 189 8, Harris had presented to
Colonel Slaughter deeds to 88,560 acres of Cochran County
land located in a ten-by-fourteen-mile block along Sulphur
2
Draw.
Much of this large pasture had been m use for
several years by John Beal's St. Louis Cattle Company.
3
Beal's cattle were removed by July, 1899.
The northern block of the Cochran County land that
2
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 2, pp. 19 2,
272, 313.
3
Letter, C
N.D., GMS.

C

Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
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Slaughter wanted was being used by M. B. Huling and
Oxsheer, but probably through Oxsheer's influence Huling
sold his interests in the 93,000 acres of owned and leased
land to Slaughter for $25,000. However, Huling owned only
the 17,712 acres in the Jeff Davis County grant; 70,000
additional acres of his ranch were leased from four
4
counties and 5,575 from the state.
To secure deeds on the
county-owned land, Oxsheer dispatched Ferrel to Brewster
and Coke counties as Ferrel had previously leased their
5
lands for grazing purposes.
Ferrel easily obtained sale contracts from the
courts and immediately sold the land to Slaughter. But
as soon as the Coke County commissioners learned of the
deal, they promptly rejected Ferrel's contract, apparently
r

feeling that they had been deceived.

However, Slaughter

instructed his ranch manager to use the land anyway; Bull
Camp, the ranch's northernmost line station, was located
in the Coke County block. In July, 1901, Slaughter
offered a full cash payment for the land, but the commis7
sioners refused with a promise to sue.
Two years later,
a Mitchell County district court returned the four leagues
4
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 2, p. 277.
5

bid., Vol. 2, p. 193.

bid., Vol. 2, p. 232.
7
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
July 6, 1901, GMS.
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to Coke County, with Slaughter receiving $1,500 in com8
pensation for his improvements.
Brewster County also
attempted to reject Ferrel's contract, but in this case
Slaughter was able to secure the title.9
John Scharbauer, another early Hockley County
rancher, also helped Oxsheer fulfill his contract with
Slaughter. Scharbauer conveyed his tract of Martin County
lands to Slaughter in 189 9 and added the Midland County
block in April, 1900. However, a title dispute apparently
kept Slaughter from receiving ownership of the Midland
County acreage.
Slaughter received the third large block directly
from Oxsheer. In June, 1900, the two ranchers agreed to
end their cooperative use of Oxsheer's Hockley County
Diamond Ranch: Oxsheer deeded his "west pasture" to
Slaughter, an area Slaughter had been using since 1897.
In the agreement, Slaughter obtained 37,000 acres of
Shackleford, Reeves, and Hardeman County blocks located
in northwestern Hockley County, and Oxsheer retained about
50,000 acres of the Val Verde, Haskall, and Hardeman lands
_

Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 2, p. 2 32.
9
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 2, 1901, GMS.
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 2, pp. 29 4295.
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that stretched to central Hockley County.11 Slaughter's
block became known as the Whiteface pasture because the
Goodnight purebred Herefords were first kept on that
12
range.
A half-mile strip of state-owned land separated
the Whiteface pasture from the main block of the new
Slaughter ranch. (See Figure 4, page 97.)
A fourth block of 34,000 acres in Hockley County
was obtained by Slaughter's purchasing agents, but a
dispute immediately erupted with his chief competitor in
the area, D. M. Devitt, owner of the Mallet ranch. Devitt
and his partner C H. Flato were using about 74,000 acres
of the four-league blocks at the time Slaughter's agents
began to buy land. In some cases, Slaughter's men bought
tracts that Devitt had already leased for grazing purposes
To curtail the Slaughter purchases, Devitt filed separate
lawsuits against the Colonel for the Maverick, Kaufman,
13
and Edwards County school lands.
Slaughter offered a compromise to Devitt by suggesting that the two ranches share their leased tracts
until 1903, but he made his own feelings clear on the
matter when he wrote his son, "If they don't want to do

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
June 11, 1900, GMS.
12
bid., January 15, 1897.
13
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
September 22, 19 00, GMS.
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this, we will make a strong attempt to get possession of
Maverick by law, which will put them in a bad hole."14
Meanwhile, he sent W. E. Kaye to Eagle Pass to try
to obtain clear title to the Zavala leagues. At first the
commissioners were hesitant because of Devitt's grazing
lease, but Slaughter insisted through his representative
that Devitt's contract be disregarded. Finally, the
county court gave in and granted the deed on February 15,
1901. On the same day, Slaughter's son-in-law, Attorney
G. G. Wright, won the Kaufman County lawsuit. Slaughter
received possession of the small 960-acre tract and Devitt
15
was required to pay court costs.
Unable to conceal his
elation for the double-barreled legal triumph, Slaughter
dashed off a letter to the Lazy S manager:
With this deed in our hands, we will at once sue
Mr. Devitt for "Trespass to try title," and there
is no court cn this earth that will keep us from
possession of the land. With Kaufman, Maverick,
and Zavala Counties in our possession, where is
Devitt and Flato? They will be around soon for
a compromise? Mark what I say, Flato will be
over here soon, wanting to compromise and telling
us how much he has always loved the Slaughters.16
A small scale range war nearly broke out between
the Slaughter and Mallet cowboys over the Edwards County
14

Ibid., December 13, 1900.
15
Letter,
C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 16,
1901,CGMS.
16

Ibid., February 15, 1901.
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block. Slaughter took possession of the Edwards tract in
190 3 and promptly fenced it, but during the following
three months, the Lazy S fence was cut at least six
17
times.
The Slaughter cowboys immediately blamed the
Mallet outfit and prepared to take action. One cowhand
wore a blister on his leg as a consequence of carrying a
gun for several weeks. Reporting the situation to the
Dallas office, George Slaughter wrote that, "I think he
[the cowboy] thought he might be called to fight any
18
time."
Devitt obtained an injunction against the
Slaughter occupation of the Edwards land. The Lazy S
cowboys refused to abandon the pasture until faced with
19
a contempt-of-court threat.
When a Lubbock district court ruled in favor of
Devitt, Slaughter carried the flght before a federal judge,
but failed to win a reversal of the lower court's decision
The loss of the Edwards County land left the Zavala pasture isolated, thus forcing Slaughter to circumvent a
five-mile stretch of Mallet land.
The Colonel made one other attempt to break the
Mallet control of southwestern Hockley County. He sent
17
Letter, George M. Slaughter to Bob Slaughter,
January 10, 1904, GMS.
18
Letter, George M. Slaughter to G. G. Wright,
January 27, 190 4, GMS.
19
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 28, 190 4, GMS.
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Ben C. Taber to Snyder and Seymour to buy the Scurry and
Baylor leagues that Devitt was using under lease agreements. But the commissioners in those counties refused
to budge from their commitments, in spite of a $26,000 bid
20
by Slaughter.
However, Taber succeeded in obtaining
title to the Knox County leagues that joined the Lazy S on
the northwest, a tract that had previously been leased by
Huling and Slaughter. Taber also acquired Libscomb
21
County's 17,712 acres in June of 1900.
By the spring of 1901, Oxsheer and his agents had
obtained for Slaughter deeds and leases to 297,000 acres,
22
most of which lay in a solid block.
Additional acreage
was leased occasionally from neighbors and from Slaughter
cowboys who had established homesteads adjacent or near
the Lazy S. At times, Slaughter controlled well over
23
300,000 acres.
Several years after the ranch was acquired, a survey by W. D. Twitchell indicated that Slaughter owned
246,669.3 acres. For this land, the Colonel paid
2n
Letter, E. Dick Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 7, 1901, GMS.
2 1
Cochran County Deed Records, Vol. 2, p. 2 89.
22
Vest pocket book, GMS. The 29 7,000-acre figure
includes the Coke and Midland County tracts that were
later reclaimed by the counties.
2 3
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
September 3, 1902, GMS.
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approximacely $240,000 to the counties and $95,000 in
bonuses to Oxsheer and others for a total cost of $1.36
24
per acre.
Before many realized it, Slaughter's agents
had created a vast new ranch during an era when other
great ranches were breaking up. Their swift work insured
the accomplishment: hesitation probably would have
resulted in refusal to sell by several of the commissioners' courts. Indeed, after some of the commissioners
recognized what Slaughter had acquired, two of the courts
refused larger principal payments on the land note because
they were drawing six per cent on the balance and were
interested in getting a larger share of their school
f unds.
While Oxsheer and his friends were securing title
to the new ranch lands, Colonel Slaughter moved rapidly
to make the investment profitable. In the spring of 189 8,
he hired as foreman Hiley T. Boyd, a wiry young cowboy who
had worked in Hockley County for five years and was well
acquainted with the often-unstable conditions of South
24
Letter, E. Dick Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
November 17, 1900, GMS; Cochran County Deed Records, Vol.
2, p. 289. The $335,000 total is perhaps the cost of
approximately 29 7,000 acres, part of which was reclaimed.
Whether Slaughter was refunded by the counties or his purchasing agents for land payments and bonuses is not known.
25
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
January 3, 1901, GMS.
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26
Plains ranching.
Touring the acquired lands by horseback with his new foreman, Slaughter outlined his plans,
suggesting windmill and fence locations, herd management,
and grass control methods. Then, as additional lands
were obtained, the Colonel channeled his instructions to
Boyd through his ranch manager, George Slaughter. However,
to insure its success Colonel Slaughter made the long trip
from Dallas to the new ranch by train and horse-drawn
coach at least four times during the first two years of
27
its operation.
Most important to the new ranch's future was the
availability of water for the projected 20,000 head of
breeding stock. Only a few wells that had been drilled by
previous occupants dotted the arid, sandy landscape, but
these were scattered over a thirty-mile area. Oxsheer
probably drilled a few of the early wells. Others were
placed by the Surratt Ranch. Windmill rigs were expensive,
and the isolated sandy areas hampered crews that had to
work out of distant Lubbock or Portales, New Mexico.
Colonel Slaughter hired his own crew and ordered it onto

Interview, Hiley T. Boyd, Jr., to David Murrah,
June 20, 19 70.
27
Colonel Slaughter used a special-built "ambulance," or horse-drawn stagecoach, to make his ranch tours.
Equipped with a bed, kitchen, and cushioned seats, the
coach was kept at the Long S Ranch. Slaughter usually
traveled by train to Big Spring, and then completed the
tour by coach.
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the ranch even before he took possession of the land.28
For most of the well locations, he and Boyd chose natural
depressions and buffalo wallows. Using a horse-drawn
fresno scraper, the crew would enlarge a sink, creating a
sizeable dirt tank. Eighteen such holes were supplied by
two mills, and three tanks were watered by three wells.
During the first six years of the Slaughter operation,
forty-four windmills were located at twenty-four watering
29
places, generally placed about five miles apart.
The
drilling and maintainence of the wells were expensive;
forty-five wells were valued in 1911 at nearly sixty thou* * -n 30
sand dollars.
During the early years of its operation, the ranch
was maintained in two divisions, purebred and graded. The
Goodnight Hereford herd and most of the registered bulls
were kept in the Hockley County whiteface pasture after
that land was acquired from Oxsheer in 1901. The purebred
pasture was subsequently subdivided into the Silver Lake

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
May 8, 189 9, GMS.
29
The double-mill setup was probably Colonel
Slaughter's idea. His foreman, Hiley Boyc, reflected
years later that one mill per tank with the tanks spaced
closer together yould have been a more practical arrangement. Interview, Hiley T. Boyd, Jr., to David Murrah,
June 4, 1970.
30
Inventory, C C Slaughter Cattle Company, 1911,
Alexander A. Slaughter Papers, Dorothy Slaughter Estate,
Dallas, Texas (hereinafter referred to as AAS).
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and Southwest pastures and two smaller divisions. The
crossbreeds and off-color cattle were kept on what had
been the Huling Ranch in central Cochran County for a few
years. This "graded" ranch was divided into four large
pastures and several smaller adjoining enclosures. The
largest was the 85,000-acre South pasture, located on the
southwest side of the main body, and all in Cochran County.
Six tanks and twelve mills were scattered evenly over the
31
range.
The North pasture was a 35,000-acre division
that eventually contained the main headquarters of the
entire ranch. The Gourdvine pasture lay to the extreme
south of the graded ranch, its 17,000 acres being used to
graze steers. Yearlings were kept in the easternmost
32
Zavala pasture.
(See Figure 4, page 97.)
For a short while,the famous bull Sir Bredwell and
and eighty top grade cows were kept isolated in the Bull
Camp pasture, which lay on the Coke County lands northwest
of the main headquarters. Slaughter proudly displayed his
kingly animal and the cows to livestock reporters and
breeders that occasionally visited the Bull Camp pasture.
In 1902, Sir Bredwell along with Ancient Briton and other
__

Map, C C Slaughter Cattle Company's Ranch,
Cochran-Hockley Counties, Texas, Texas Tech University,
Southwest Collection (hereinafter referred to as Map,
Company Ranch).
32
Report to the Board of Directors of the C C
Slaughter Cattle Company, 1905, GMS (hereinafter referred
to as Report to the Board of Directors, 1905).
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choice bulls and cows were moved to the new Slaughter
Hereford Home near Roswell.
Very little fencing was begun on the new ranch
before 1900. By then, since the ranch boundaries were
taking definite shape, Colonel Slaughter ordered George
to have his crews begin surveying and fencing. Posts were
hauled from the Long S Ranch and from Bovina, and wire was
freighted from the railroad at Portales, New Mexico, then
the nearest shipping and receiving point. Slaughter
ordered the wire to be placed twenty feet inside the survey line; however, the Lazy S cowboys were not trained
surveyors, and many miles of fence veered off the proper
33
l m e by as much as 500 feet.
The first camp established in 189 8 on the main
block in Cochran County was named for the Colonel. Located
on Sulphur Draw fourteen miles south of present-day Morton,
Slaughter Camp served for a short while as the first headquarters. It consisted of a dugout and corrals. After
the Huling Ranch was acquired, the headquarters was moved
to a new dugout location about twelve miles north of
Slaughter Camp (two miles southwest of Morton). There a
well was dug, and the site became the headquarters loca34
tion for the duration of the ranch.
33
Map, Company Ranch.
34
Fleming, Texas' Last Frontier, p. 12, quoting
Hiley T. Boyd, Jr.
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Four other line camps were used in the eariy years
of the ranch. Bull Campr Scraped Out, Whiteface, and
Zavala camps were scattered to the farthest extremes of
the vast spread. Frame buildings and dugouts were used
at these sites. An unusual half-dugout-house structure
was used at the Whiteface Camp. Additional barns and
sheds were built at Scraped Out and Zavala camps. At each
of the latter sites, a cowboy with a family was stationed
on a year-round basis. Each location was stocked with the
equipment and provisions that would normally be found at a
ranch headquarters. Maize and corn were planted at some
36
of the line camps for winter feed use.
Other non-permanent camps were located across the
ranch, usually near the earthen tanks and windmills. Some
were named for the school land where the windmills were
located, such as Knox, Libscomb, Armstrong, and Jeff Davis;
some for their geographic location--North and Southwest,
and others for nearby peculiarities, such as Chalk Bluff
and Silver Lake. A few bore such unorthodox names as
37
Dynamite Ilills and Smallpox Camp.
35
This structure ís to be moved in the fall of
1970 to the Ranch Headquarters Complex, West Texas Museum,
Lubbock, Texas.
36
Report to the Board of Directors, C C Slaughter
Cattle Company, 1905; letter, George M. Slaughter to C
C
Slaughter, July 15, 1904, GMS.
37
Flemmg, Texas' Last Frontier, p. 13.
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Colonel Slaughter did not wait for fences, camps,
and windmills to be built before stocking the new range.
In 189 8 four thousand head were driven from the Long S and
38
Runnmgwater ranches to the Lazy S.
During the next
year, 2,400 cows were delivered from Slaughter's Tahoka
Lake Ranch and 300 from the Long S.

After Oxsheer and

Slaughter had terminated their joint occupancy of the west
pasture of the Ancient Briton Ranch, 1,724 head of purebred stock were added to the Lazy S inventory.
The stocking was completed from June to November
of 1901 after the ranch had been expanded to its greatest
acreage.

Over 8,100 of one and two-year old heifers were

sent from the Long S.

Fourteen thousand cows and 750 bulls

were grazing the five main pastures of the Lazy S by
39
February, 1902.
Colonel Slaughter had mtended for the
ranch to accommcdate 20,000 head, but the aridness of the
40
new range limited the herd capacity.
Generally, fifteen
to seventeen thousand cattle were pastured from 1902 to
1911.
Calf production did not reach full capacity for

E. Dick Slaughter (?) notation, vest pocket
book, GMS.
39
Letter, E. Dick Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 11, 1902, GMS.
40
Seventeen thousand cattle were counted m 1905
and 16,000 in 1911. Report to the Board of Directors,
1905, GMS; Inventory, C C Slaughter Cattle Company,
1911, AAS.
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several years. Only 350 purebred calves were branded in
189 8 on the Ancient Briton Ranch.41 After the Huling and
Beal lands were stocked, calf brandings numbered about
two thousand each year until 1905. In that year, 5,250
head were branded, more than double the previous produc42
tion.
After that, about five thousand were branded
annually until 1911.43
Colonel Slaughter's half-million dollar investment
reaped its first profits in June, 1902, when the ranch's
initial steer crop was shipped to Montana. The cattle
attracted national attention in livestock journals when
W. Penn Anderson, a Santa Fe railroad official, reported
the shipment to a Chicago cattle paper:
More and more with each returning season, the demand
for the better grade is becoming apparent. This was
evidenced here recently by the interest which the
almost full-blood whitefaced Hereford steers--about
twenty-three hundred in number--attracted when shipped with about thirty-one hundred others to Montana. . . . "Sugg" Robertson, an old-time natural
cowman who is considered one of the best judges of
cattle in the southwest. . . was loud in expression
of admiration, saying that as a whole, it was the
greatest herd of steers of one age ever brought
together. . . . 4 4

GMS
42

41
George M. Slaughter (?) notation, vest pocket book,
Report to the Board of Directors, 1905, GMS.

43
This figure is an estimate based on brandings listed
in George Slaughter's report to the board of directors for
1905, and from figures listed in Report of Special Examination of the C C Slaughter Cattle Company, AAS.
44
Chicago Live Stock World, June 19, 1902, GMS.
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Buyers were also attracted to Slaughter's crossbred
Hereford-Durhams because the cattle had retained a dark
lineage around their eyes, considered to be a deterrent
45
to pink-eye.
Slaughter also shipped Lazy S cattle to a feed lot
at Council Groves, Kansas, for feeding and finishing
through the winter months. One Kansas City buyer described
one such herd as "the best finished load of cattle that
46
has been here this year (1902). . . . "
Seventeen head
brought $8.75 per hundred on the market, an amount reported
to be the highest ever paid for beef. Such sales and their
subsequent publicity helped the ranch financially in a
relatively short time. In 1906, profits exceeded $77,000.
Expenses were high during the ranch's early years, but
these decreased as improvements were made. In 1900, annual
costs were about one dollar per head of cattle; by 1905
this figure was reduced to sixty cents, or $10,000 annually.
Ranch profits were applied directly to the land payments
47
during the first ten years of operation.
The most important reason for the tremendous success of the Cochran-Hockley venture was that Colonel
Slaughter was already well-established in the West Texas
45
46
Clippmg, GMS.
47
Report to the Board of Directors, 1905, GMS.
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cattle business and had the financial backing with which
to equip a ranch properly. Profits were increased especially because of his close personal supervision and management; he applied the techniques proven successful at
the old Long S to the Lazy S. After 1900, he visited the
ranch at least twice yearly and instructed its management
through his son.
George Slaughter was thirty-six years of age when
he became manager of both the Lazy S and Runningwater
ranches. In 189 9, he moved to Roswell, New Mexico, where
he established a thousand-acre irrigated alfalfa farm but
48
continued to manage both Texas ranches.
He visited the
ranches several times each year, spending several days on
each visit. Colonel Slaughter prodded his manager occasionally to closely supervise the ranch's work. "It is
high time you were out at work," the Colonel wrote in 1900.
"You have lots to do managing the whitefaced cattle on the
49
Beal and Huling ranches. You must think and act."
Generally, Slaughter's advice to his son was
business-like and encouraging, reflecting his confidence
in George's ability. On one occasion, the Colonel outlined his simple philosophy for making the Lazy S Ranch

Clipping, property of George M. Slaughter II,
Roswell, New Mexico.
49
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
April 9, 1900, GMS.
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a success:
You have a great herd of cattle and a great ranch
ahead of you, with lots of labor, care, toil, and
no doubt many disappointments, with large expenses,
but the only thing I can say is to keep knocking at
it, using your very best judgment, coupled with
diligence, perseverancy, and accuracy, remembering
that a smart man makes mistakes, but only fools make
the mistakes twice.^O
When George expressed pessimism about the ranch's
future, Colonel Slaughter insisted that their heavy investment was for the best:
We are biowing a lot of money up there on the plains
and down in the Pecos Valley. But when we take into
consideration that such a large territory to cover
as the A. B. (Ancient Briton) Well-bred Ranch,
Runningwater, Roswell Farm, and outside lands, we
cannot help but spend a large amount of money. What
have we got for our money? I don't see where you
could shave it. We can't eat the cake and keep it
too. It takes a great deal of thought to handle this
big property. Bearing in mind that it is simply foolishness to save the nickel and lose the dollar, you
will get through all right. On the other side, look
out for the dimes, and the dollars will look out for
themselves.^l
The day-by-day supervision of the Cochran-Hockley
ranch's operation was handled expertly by foreman Hiley
Boyd. Young and energetic, Boyd won the respect of
Colonel Slaughter. Quick tempered, the cowboy soon gained
a reputation for "speaking his mind," regardless of the
listener, though his loyalty and diligence ranked above
his own opinions. G.eorge Slaughter wrote of Boyd's

bid., July 6, 1901.
Ibid., January 2, 1901.
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faithfulness in a report to the Dallas office: "he has
been close to business since last September [and] has not
left the ranch a day since that time—he is all right and
well-satisfied. That is a big thing—to have him well
52
pleased."
Boyd directly supervised the nine to fourteen men
employed by the ranch during its early years. He stationed
five cowboys in line camps, and kept two windmill men and
53
six other hands working all year.
Boyd also handled the
ranch payroll and incidental expense account. Sight
drafts drawn on Slaughter's American National Bank constituted the pay procedure. A detailed bookkeeping system,
apparently designed by college-educated E. Dick Slaughter,
complicated Boyd's simplified procedure. The Dallas
office staff often became exasperated with both George
Slaughter's and Boyd's bookkeeping.
Because he had promised to make the new ranch a
living insurance policy for his children, Colonel Slaughter
created the C C Slaughter Cattle Company, a corporation
with $100,000 capital stock divided equally among his wife
and nine children. The company's preamble outlined his
52
Letter, George M. Slaughter to C C Slaughter,
February 6, 1905, GMS. Boyd and his brother Oscar were
maintaining a small ranch in southeastern Cochran County
at that time.
5
Report to the Board of Directors, 1905, GMS.
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purpose:
Having been blessed with success in my business, I
have, for several years, thoughtfully considered
the feasibility of setting apart a certain portion
of my estate as an indivisible endowment for my wife
and my children, all the fruits of which shall be
enjoyed equally by them so long as the last one of
them shall survive. . . . It is my emphatic injunction, expressed desire and unconditional mandate
that the title to the shares of the Corporation
shall not pass from my Wife, Carrie Averill Slaughter,
and my Children. . . or at the death of them, or
either of them from their natural heirs so long as
one of my children shall survive.54
The company was officially born on January 3, 1902.
Colonel Slaughter appointed himself and the four
oldest boys to serve as the corporation's first directors.
Since he always required his family to be home for the
celebration of Christmas, directors' meetings were sched55
uled on the fourth Monday in December in Dallas.
The
early directors' meetings were very informal gatherings
at which Colonel Slaughter virtually dictated ranch poliC C.

cies.

Probably the first formal report presented at the

gathering occurred in December, 1905, when general manager
George Slaughter read a rambling but complete ten-minute

Charter and Minutes of the C C Slaughter Cattle
Company, Cochran County Historical Museum Papers, Morton,
Texas.
Ibid.
Several of Colonel Slaughter's statements in
letters to George leave no doubt that he single-handedly
controlled ranch policy. As late as 1909, he would not
hesitate to veto decisions made by his sons.
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essay concerning the company ranch.

Touching on such

subjects as state politics and cypress watering troughs,
his report outlined weather conditions, described the
physical improvements, and concluded with a straightforward summation:
I wish to acknowledge that I have done lots of
things that I ought not to have done and left a
great many things undone that I should have done,
but like everyone else that makes mistakes, I am
ready to promise to look closer than ever to the
business. I can do that and not hurt myself any.
Thanking each and every member of this company_
for bearing with me in the past and for listenmg
to this rattlebrained essay--I thank you.^'
57

Report to the Board of Directors, 1905, GMS.

CHAPTER V
FROM PROSPERITY TO DIVISION:

THE LAZY S RANCH--

1906-1921
By 1906, the Cochran-Hockley ranch had reached
full production and was returning a sizeable profit to
Colonel Slaughter, an income he applied to reduce the
indebtedness against the land. The management of the
huge enterprise had settled into almost routine-like
procedure for George Slaughter and his cowboys. And,
throughout the first fifteen years of the ranch's operation, no serious weather disturbances or other calamities
affected its production record.
Fenced and cross-fenced, the spread was a model
closed-range ranch. Extending from five miles northwest
of present-day Morton to five miles southeast of Sundown,
in Hockley County, the ranch's acreage was well-watered
and sufficiently equipped. Counting nearby leased pastures, the ranch covered at times more than 300,000 acres.
One could travel over twenty-two miles in a straight line
within the ranch's boundaries without crossing a running
stream of water.
The key to the success of the ranch in its early
years of operation was the management combination of
65
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George Slaughter and Hiley Boyd. The manager's wisdom
and the foreman's loyalty and close overseering promoted
efficiency and provided good working conditions for
Slaughter cowboys. Only an occasional fistfight disrupted
the tranquility of the isolated ranch.
Surrounded by the -N- (Bar N Bar) , the 69, the
WN, and George W. Littlefield's LFD spread (formerly XIT
land), the Lazy S generally had little trouble in maintaining satisfactory relationships with its ranching
neighbors. George Slaughter offered the LFD use of his
ranch's grass after a bad fire had burned off much of
Littlefield's pasture. During a winter storm, Hiley Boyd
allowed a neighboring drover to put his cattle in at a
Slaughter line camp, telling him to "stay until the storm
clears up," welcome words to the ears of the troubled
2
cowman.
The major problems that did develop during the
first fifteen years of the ranch's operations were caused
by the unpredictable South Plains weather. Hampered by a
lack of surface water, the ranch was totally dependent on
its windmills scattered over the three major ranges.
Often, slack wind seasons created periods of crises as

Letter, George M. Slaughter to C C Slaughter,
February 20, 190 7, GMS.
2 ....
R. C Hoppmg, A Sheriff-Ranger m Trail Drivmg
Days (n.p.: Pageant Press, 1952), p. 80.
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surface tanks would run low when not replenished by the
wind-powered wells. A gasoline-powered pump at the headquarters could do little to offset the water loss. However, late summer rains generally fell in time to relieve
the critical situations.
Occasional extended periods of drouth also produced seasons of worry for the ranch manager. "I have
grey hairs in my moustache and one side of my face is grey
and my eyes are strained," George wrote his father during
one hot summer, "on account of looking for the rain that
3
never came."
Such periods created a fire hazard on the
wind-swept plains, and Colonel Slaughter required that
fire guards be graded and maintained along the ranch's
borders. The action prevented any serious damage to the
ranch's grass; however. a major fire in 190 4 burned off
the Silver Lake pasture and raced through portions of
Littlefield's and Oxsheer's ranches in Hockley County.
Although the damage was extensive to the Lazy S's neighbors, the fire probably aided the Slaughter operation by
4
destroying unwanted weeds and sage.
On very rare occasions, too much rain was a cause
for mild anxiety. In the fall of 1905, Colonel Slaughter
complained to a reporter that an excess of rain had put
_

Letter, George M. Slaughter to C C Slaughter,
September 19, 190 3, GMS.
4

bid., April 29, 190 4, GMS.
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too much sap in the grass, making it easily suspectible
to frost. He said that he favored a moderately dry fall
because it helped insure better winter pasture. Heavy
rains also promoted heavy loco weed growth on the Lazy S.
The most persistent and damaging problem for the
ranch was that created by outbreaks of scabies, a skin
blight caused by mites. The disease plagued the Slaughter
spread in Cochran and Hockley counties throughout its
operation. When it first appeared, George Slaughter experimented with different types of treatments, but eventually
depended upon a lime and sulphur dipping process. Large
vats were constructed for the purpose. The mixture was
heated by burning cowchips or, occasionally, fence posts,
when the cowboys could get by with it. By 1911, dipping
expense had mounted to over three thousand dollars
annually; five years later, the cost had spiraled to over
twelve thousand dollars to become the greatest expense in
the ranch's operation.
_

Rickard, "Open-Range Ranching," p. 68.
A rumor that the XIT Ranch was attempting to
make Bovina a private shipping point prompted George
Slaughter to make rapid inquiry about the situation.
After contacting XIT manager A. G. Boyce, the matter was
cleared up as Boyce arranged for continued Slaughter shipping. Letter, George M. Siaughter to C C. Slaughter,
September 5, 1905, GMS; letter, Boyce Findlay to A. G.
Boyce, August 31, 1905, XIT Papers, West Texas State
University, Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum Library.
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The isolated location of the Cochran-Hockley ranch
for many years also caused shipping and communication
problems for the Slaughters. The principal shipping point
used by the ranch for the first twelve years was Bovina,
located fifty miles to the north on the Santa Fe railroad.
Five days were usually required to make the trip with a
herd of cattle from the ranch to the little town. Occasionally, Slaughter cowboys would have to maintain herds
7
for several days while waiting for available cars.
Communication problems were also aggravated by distance.
Preferring town life, George Slaughter managed the ranch's
affairs from Roswell, New Mexico, over 120 miles to the
southwest of Cochran County. For a few years, he communicated his wishes to his foreman by mail, but because the
ranch was so far away from the railroad, information passed
slowly. Early in 1905, a makeshift telephone line was constructed from a Portales, New Mexico, general store to the
ranch headquarters. George Slaughter wired or wrote
instructions to the store manager who would then relay the
message to the ranch. However, the line was often out-oforder as the single wire strand, stretched over nearly
sixty miles of open prairie, was very suseptible to the
plains weather. A more permanent line was built from
7
Letter, George M. Slaughter to J. Gregg, January
16, 1905, GMS.
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Lubbock in 1916.8
The ranch became even more accessible when its
manager obtained his first automobile. George Slaughter
considered his new 1906 Buick ready-made for ranch-touring.
"It is a pleasure to go over the ranches now," he wrote
thanking his father for the gift, "and I hope you will
not have to complain of me not spending my time on the
9
ranches."
But in the same letter, he modestly reported,
"I have only been in one wire fence and tore off a lamp."
To make traveling more comfortable on the ranch, George
ordered Boyd to construct auto roads from the headquarters
to all the lme camps.
In spite of the difficulties caused by weather and
isolation, the ranch's work progressed smoothly. Its production was.coordinated with that of Colonel Slaughter's
Long S Ranch and the Runningwater operation. Although
separate records were maintained at the Dallas office, Bob
and George Slaughter cooperated closely under the direction of the Colonel. The company ranch's yearling cattle
would be wintered on the Long S; Colonel Slaughter's
_ -
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two-year-olds were driven to the Lazy S for finishing
prior to being sent to market.
Colonel Slaughter carefully maintained rigid control of the company ranch until 1911. His reluctance to
turn the operation over to the stockholders and directors
probably stemmed from a lack of confidence in their judgment. Although he relied on the advice of his ranch managers, Bob and George, he constantly instructed them in
matters of finance and cattle economics. The Colonel's
mistrust of his children's wisdom was heightened in 190 4
when he discovered that his secretary, E. Dick Slaughter,
had embezzled at least five thousand dollars from office
funds. To prevent further losses, Slaughter reshuffled
his staff, allowing only the stenographer, who was not a
member of the family, to handle the money.
Colonel Slaughter's unhappiness over the situation
provoked him to take a closer look at the whole financial
operation of his ranches. He even rebuked George, the son
closest to him in his thinking. "You do not take time,"
Colonel Slaughter lectured. "That is what is the matter
with my boys; they think, well, it is my father, and he
12
can figure it out someway."

But George replied m

matter-of-fact way:
i:L

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
June 24, 190 4, GMS.
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Father, don't you lay awake one moment thinking
that George will hide away some of your or anyone
else's money. . . . Now don't get it in your head
that your boys are trying to rob you. I know we
all spend a lot—it costs to run a big outfit. . . .
I don't believe there is any money in cattle ranches
or farms alike any more, but while we are running,
the bills have to be met.13
Colonel Slaughter summarized the family-type operation and relationship each had for the other in a reply
to George's answer:
There has been in our business too great a fear
of one of our people telling on the other for
fear they would get mad and the consequence is
that I am working for you all, and it appears
that all of you, or some of you are pulling
, .
trying to keep me from doing anything for you.
Still the elder Slaughter, as did the other members of the
family, placed his greatest confidence in George who earned
his father's praise as a result of years of careful management and diligence in his work. But not until after nearly
twenty years of efficient ranching did the Colonel laud
his son's service:
I do not see where you have made any mistakes and
that is saying quite a great deal, for when we look
back and do not find any bad mistakes, we are bound
to say that it is well-managed, so I told you to go
ahead and do what you thought best and it would be
all right with me.l^
13
Letter, George M. Slaughter to C C Slaughter,
July 1, 1904, GMS.
14
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
July 24, 1904, GMS.
15
Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
June 8, 1909, GMS.
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Thus, with confidence in George, Colonel Slaughter slowly
relinquished control of the company ranch to his wife and
children who were the stockholders. The ten owners assumed
full control in 1911 when the indebtedness against the
land had been cleared.
The aging pioneer cattleman about the same time
began to retire from the active cattle business. As early
as 1906, he considered selling his plains lands. As
colonists pushed onto the eastern South Plains in large
numbers, land speculation created attractive prices for
tillable ranch land such as the Lazy S. Slaughter valued
the ranch at 1906 for one interested buyer, but hesitated
to sell because of the constant threat of drouth. For two
years he made no decision. "We don't want to turn our lands
loose at too low a price and then regret it afterwards,"
the Colonel wrote in 1906, "when we are not at all forced
4- A "16

to do so.
In 190 8, Colonel Slaughter made the first move in
breaking up his million-acre ranch empire when he sold the
eighty thousand-acre Runningwater Ranch to Iowa land pro17
moter W. P. Soash for eleven dollars per acre.
Usmg
national advertising and railroad excursion trips to Texas,
Soash sold about sixty thousand acres of Slaughter lands
16

bid., September 9, 1906, GMS.

17
Letter, C C
March 3, 190 8, GMS.

Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
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in Lamb and Hale counties. The Colonel then suggested
that Soash consider selling the Hockley and Cochran ranch,
but the promoter declined the offer. "[Soash] says he
does not think the time is ripe for selling that ranch,"
the Colonel reported to George. "He does not want to
buy it. Think he has an impression from the people around
Plainview. . . that it is too much of a sand bank."18
When in 1909 Soash made an offer for the Long S Ranch in
Howard, Martin, Dawson, and Borden counties, Slaughter
19
accepted the offer.
As Colonel Slaughter allowed his own ranches to
break up in the wake of the advancing farmer, he also let
his boys assume increasing responsibility in the handling
of the ranches. But even as late as 1910, he did not
hesitate to veto some of their proposals. He described
one conflict with the ranch's directory in a letter to
George:
. . ,we had some little ups and downs. A great
many resolutions were proposed that I readily
vetoed. Thought it was unnecessary. Of course,
that looked like I was going against the directory, and told them we could not admit of any
18

Ibid., January 28, 1909.
19
bid. Soash met with much less success in selling the lower ranch. Elaborate plans were made, but the
settlers never came. Slaughter soon had to reclaim his
property. Jack Alley, "Fifty-four Years of Pioneering."
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scheme being worked. . . . We had some rows but
it did not amount to anything and I hope has
passed over.20
1911 marked the beginning of a new era for the
Cochran-Hockley Ranch. Declining health and a bad fall
in Wisconsin crippled Colonel Slaughter, finally forcing
him to give up his direct control over his ranch operations. At the age of seventy-four, he allowed his eldest
son George to assume full responsibility for the company
ranch management and turned over much of the operation of
the Dallas office to his staff. In addition, the stockholders of the C C Slaughter Cattle Company appointed
directors annually who oversaw much of the ranch's bookkeeping procedures in Dallas. Bob Slaughter was elected
as president after Colonel Slaughter's retirement. Over
a ten-year period, the offices were rotated among Bob,
C C, Jr., E. Dick, and Alex.
A major change in the ranch supervision occurred
in 1911 when Hiley Boyd retired as foreman, to devote full
time to his own ranch adjoining the Lazy S on the southeast. For nearly fifteen years, Boyd had worked Slaughter
cattle, and his personal dedication to the ranch's productiveness was a large factor in the resulting huge annual
profits. George Slaughter highly praised his retiring
20

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
February 24, 1910, GMS.
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foreman:
He has been with me a long time and we have put
our heads together many a day to make things go
as far as possible on as little expense as we
could get good results. Right here I will say
that I don't think God ever made a better and
more honest man than Hiley Boyd and I would trust
him with anything I had. He is one of God's noble
men. . . . He is not as swift as some men and may
not be as smart, but when he is trusted with anything, you can bet your last dollar it will be
accounted for. . . . It breaks me up to lose
him. . . .21
Colonel Slaughter's praise for Boyd was just as glowing.
In the immediate years following Boyd's departure, the
Lazy S Ranch operated smoothly, but a steady increase in
its operating expense reflected his absence.
The board of directors of the company relied
heavily on the advice of George Slaughter, but assumed a
more active role in decisions affecting the ranch. Company records were audited, stockholders' meetings became
more regular, and the corporation assumed a more businesslike appearance. Still, it was basically a family operation, and disputes constantly arose among the owners and
between the directors and the ranch manager. After
assuming control of the ranch, the stockholders immediately
pushed for disposal of the Roswell farming venture, an
operation that in its first twelve years had rarely produced a profit, and approved resolutions in 1911, 1913,

Letter, George M. Slaughter to C C Slaughter,
February 28, 1910, property of George M. Slaughter II,
Roswell, New Mexico.
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and again in 1914 calling for the sale of the New Mexico
22
lands.
However, attempts to sell the farm proved futile.
The stockholders also declared the company's first
dividend in 1911, a modest five thousand dollars that was
divided ten ways among the owners. But that amount was
raised to sixty thousand the next year and then in 1913
23
was pushed to one hundred thousand dollars.
In 1914, the directors assembled for their annual
meeting for the first time at the ranch. George Slaughter
gave his brothers a personal tour of its facilities while
warding off their many suggestions for improvement. "They
claimed I was not spending enough money," he wrote to his
father, "and proceeded to recommend this, that and 'tother'
and all must be done 'right now'—it would take all the
24
ranches adjoining to fill the bill at once."
The
brothers spent much of their first night on the ranch discussing its policies; ". . . we executived until wee small
hours and kept cook awake and all the cattle, boys, dogs
25
and coyotes for miles around."
22
Minutes of the Stockholders Meetmgs, C
C
Slaughter Cattle Company, Cochran County Historical Museum
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The directors' final "executive session" at the
1914 gathering presented an amusing picture. George
described it in a poorly-disguised satirical fashion:
On the third night about sundown (came) the bugle
call to executive session. Could not use the house
for the cooks live there. Could not use my rooms
for Allie and Eloise nor the bunk house on account
of the windmill boys, for it had to be private, so
I proposed the tank down under the trees. All
thought that a fine suggestion. So C C got his
quire of loose paper, sharpened two pencils, Dick,
the auditor, his two or three notebooks, Bob a
hatchet for a gavel, and I took the old butcher
knife and put it down my pants leg, kissed my wife
and baby good bye and we proceeded to march to the
tank dam, to make history and instruct and show how
a ranch manager should make the wind blow and how to
make the grass grow, how to make the cows bring 9 8%%
calves, how to put in an experimental farm and run
it and show the people East, after they got tired
running cattle that it was a farming proposition and
the only reason the people here could not make it
pay was on account of incompetency. . . . The President struck his gavel or more properly a hand axe
in the ground. . . and then in a few well-worded
remarks such as "This is the first time in the history
of the cow business that a ranch corporation has
closed up its office and its members had learned
after deep thought that dividends could be enlarged
by having a directory composed of five able-bodied
and bright men who sprang from the loins of a
natural born cowman and financier who did fine all
by his "lony", but 'gentlemen of the Directory,'
what would he have accomplished if he only had a
Directory like this to council him, e t c " . . . The
president announced we were ready for business and-at this time the supper gong rang and all made a
?f.
break to get their feet under the table first. . . .
In spite of the meeting's drawbacks, the directors
were well-satisfied with what they saw in Cochran and
Hockley counties. In their annual report for 1914, they
Ibid.
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were quick to praise their ranch manager and themselves
for their work:
Every watering place, camp and pasture was visited,
and the Directory found that the physical condition
of the ranch was in magnificent shape. The ranch
had plenty of water, the wells, and the tanks being
sufficiently close together to water the cattle
easily and completely. The houses are all in good
shape, and the windmills, fences, and other improvements are in first-class order; in fact, the entire
ranch shows the result of careful, systematic management. The cattle were in fine condition and
showed plainly the result of improved blood to which
your Directory has devoted so much of the Company's
money.27
During the directors' first four years of management, the ranch's gross profits increased from $97,000 to
over $173,000 in 1915, and as a result, the stockholders
declared dividends of $90,000 in 1914, and $110,000 in
2 8
1915.
During the same time, however, expenses jumped
from an average of twenty thousand dollars to over fortyeight thousand.
In an attempt to curb the climbing cost, the
directors made their first major change in the company's
philosophy by converting the ranch from that of a steer
producer to a calf ranch. "By this method," the directors
reported to the stockholders in 1914, "we can more

Report of the Board of Directors of the C
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Slaughter Cattle Company For the Year Ending November 30,
1914, AAS (hereinafter referred to as Report of the Board
of Directors, 1914, AAS).
28
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economically utilize the number of acres per cattle and
can be better enabled to withstand the rigorous winters."2
The directors hoped to avert winter grass shortages by
selling the steer calves each year instead of holding them
over for the packing plant market.
The year 1915 marked the turning point in the life
of the C C Slaughter Cattle Company and for the vast
Lazy S Ranch. The directors launched an ambitious overhaul of the ranch's facilities. Many old fences and posts
were replaced. Contracts were offered to farmers to furnish feed for the Slaughter cattle and plans were made to
encourage prospective farmers to use the flat prairies on
a share-crop basis. Fire guards were regraded along the
outside fences, and efforts were expanded to eliminate
30
scabies, prairie dogs, and loco weed.
Cattle sales ín31
creased over the previous year and net earnmgs rose.
Plans had been made in 1914 for the installation
of modern bathroom facilities at the ranch headquarters
to provide for the comfort of Colonel Slaughter and his
family when they visited the ranch. But after the summer
_
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directors' meeting, more elaborate plans were considered.
In 1915, two adobe structures, covered with concrete, were
built at the headquarters to serve as living quarters for
the ranch manager and foreman, and to provide guest rooms
for the stockholders and members of the family. The twin
buildings replaced a dugout and other temporary buildings
that had been in use since 1898. Built by Mexican laborers
imported from New Mexico, the new structures had walls
nearly three feet thick, and a small summer house closed
32
off a central patio on the east.
The new headquarters
had the appearance of a Spanish hacienda:
Everything. . . has been brought of the strongest,
most substantial and durable materials. The total
cost of the new headquarters is $3600.00. The bunk
houses, blacksmith shop, store rooms and out houses
usual to a ranch have been moved to a regular line
back or west of the new headquarters; the orchards
and gardens have been newly fenced with a substantial
woven wire and steel post fence, and the headquarters
as an entirety present a most attractive appearance;
we believe they are entirely suited to the needs of
the ranch, æd the comfort of the Stockholders when
visiting the property.33
But,in midsummer of 1915, the C C Slaughter
Cattle Company suffered a loss from which there was no
recovery. Unexpectedly, its general manager George
Slaughter died at the age of fifty-four. In good health
all of his life, the cattleman-banker son of Colonel
Slaughter at the time of his death was at the peak of his

Bob Slaughter to Jones, " C C

Slaughter."

Report to the Board of Directors, 1915.
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career. While visiting the ranch, six days prior to his
death, lightning struck near his automobile, giving him
an electrical shock. The incident caused some concern,
34
but he did not consider it serious.
But on the fifteenth
35
day of July, he suffered an apparent heart attack.
The effect of the eldest son's death on the
Slaughter operation was immeasurable. Although the ranch
ran smoothly for a few months under Bob Slaughter's direction, the absence of the close and careful management of
George Slaughter became obvious after 1915 as profits
sagged and expenses mounted. With a large ranch in Mexico
and other interests in El Paso, Bob Slaughter devoted
little time to the Lazy S, leaving it primarily in the
hands of its foreman, John LeMond. As a result, net earnings in 1916 decreased by more than fifty percent.
Also, George Slaughter's absence at the stockholders' meetings was conspicuous in the years following
his death. He had held the respect of all the family and
probably enjoyed the favoritism of his father. After
George's death, disunity, previously overshadowed by
family ties, began to divide the stockholders. Roots of
34
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division among the stockholders probably extended deep
into Slaughter family history. Since Colonel Slaughter
had fathered two families, a natural division developed
among the older and younger heirs. Disputes over who
would serve as chairman, whether to make loans, and ranch
policy in general prolonged the few meetings of the stock37
holders.
Weather problems also added to the woes of the
ranch's directors. A severe drouth in 1917 cut into ranch
38
profits and left a shortage of winter grass.
An even
more severe winter storm in mid-January of the following
winter killed thousands of cattle across the plains; not
even the protective sandhills spared the Slaughter operation. The driving snow and hard freeze killed hundreds of
cows and calves and took the lives of two Mexican laborers
39
caught in the midst of the storm's fury.
The ranch suffered an even greater financial loss
by the recurrence of the scabies in its cattle. Twice
thought to have been eradicated, the skin blight reappeared
37
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as a persistent problem for the ranch. After George's
death, the haphazard dipping operation failed to control
the disease. Yet, the directors optimistically reported
in 1917 that "happily, we may be free of all disease of
40
this kind the coming years."
The directors' hopes faded rapidly, however, when
they learned that the entire 1918 calf crop was infected.
Three dippings were required to clean up the animals.
41
The result was a poor quality calf crop.
Inevitably,
federal government inspectors imposed a quarantine on
Lazy S cattle, refusing to allow marketing until the
scabies were eradicated. At least one neighboring rancher
U' 1 A

42

refused to allow Slaughter cattle to cross his land.
Spiraling feed costs also increased the ranch
troables. Since additional feed was required to take care
of the increased calf producticn, the directors decided to
utilize their own farming program and to buy additional
grain from neighbors. However, feed in the winter of 1917
4 3 mu
cost $12,000, four times the previous average.
The
directors therefore encouraged the establishment of farms
40
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on the ranch by buying two tractors and new equipment to
aid the project. Unfortunately, the summer drouth of 1917
prevented a profitable harvest during the first year.
There were still other significant troubles. A
general slump in the nation's economy following the close
of the European war likewise had telling effects on the
operation. A price loss on the cattle market caught the
directors without any reserves, for previous losses and
generous dividend payments had depleted the treasury.
Additional losses were sustained as lack of close management allowed the ranch's windmills to fall into disrepair,
causing a further loss in calf production.
The last link that bound the dissatisfied stockholders together snapped early in 1919 when Colonel
Slaughter, nearly eighty-two years old, died after a
lengthy illness. In the year following his death, the
stockholders gave little attention to the ranch's problems
as disputes over the will and settlement of the vast
estate demanded their interest. These disagreements apparently carried over into the cattle company's operation,
and by the end of 1919, the stockholders were in total
disagreement over ranch policy.
44

Report of the Board of Directors, 1917, CCS.
The tractors were also used to freight merchandise from
the railroad to the ranch. With the completion of the
Santa Fe line from Lubbock to Seagraves, the ranch's
eastern boundary was only twelve miles from the Ropesville depot.
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The owners' differences were heightened by the
ranch's rapidly growing indebtedness. By the end of 1920,
the company had accumulated a $2 70,000 debt and cattle
sales had dropped to twenty thousand dollars. Ranch
expense, for the fiscal year ending in June, 1921, had
45
climbed to over fifty thousand dollars.
The stockholders' repeated criticisms of the
directors' management led to a suggestion by Bob and E.
Dick Slaughter that the huge ranch be divided equally
among its owners. Stated verbally in a meeting, the comment was taken seriously by some of the stockholders.
Ira P. DeLoache, husband of Colonel Slaughter's youngest
daughter, Nelle, proposed a plan of division calling for
the immediate dissolution of the company, division of all
lands and properties, and equal division of the live46
stock.
Four months later, the stockholders, after unanimously approving the suggestion, chose DeLoache and Bob
47
Slaughter to work out the details of the plan.
The 246,000 acres of the ranch was graded into
three classes of land and assigned corresponding values

Accountant Report to the C C Slaughter Cattle
Company, CCS .
46
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as agricultural, semi-agricultural, or grazing. Then the
ranch was subdivided into ten allotments, varying in size
from about seventeen thousand to as much as thirty-five
thousand acres but equally valued at $195,000.48 A drawing in April 1921, thus divided the ranch among the stockholders. A complication developed as Potter County sued
the Slaughters in an attempt to reclaim its four leagues
in central Cochran County. While the suit was in court,
49
the arbiters excluded the seventeen thousand acres.
The division of the livestock proved to be a monumental affair. For fifty-nine days, ranch hands and crews
representing the ten divisions worked to round up the
twelve thousand cows and their calves and the more than
two hundred horses and mules. Perhaps the largest gathering ever in the county, the event attracted the families
of the stockholders as well as neighboring cowboys and
50
ranchers.
The stock was rounded up in a central location, run through a branding chute and branded with a
number ranging from zero through nine. The usable ranch
equipment was also divided according to value.

bid.
A later court decision upheld the Slaughters'
title to the land. It was then divided among the ten
stockholders.
50
Interview, Lee Cooper to David Murrah, June 2,
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After the division, each owner moved his marked
herds to his own block and the Lazy S Ranch of Cochran and
Hockley counties ceased to exist. In effect, it was replaced by ten fully-equipped, well-stocked ranches. For
a number of years, Lazy S cattle, bearing the traditional
brand, were kept by Bob and C C, Jr. But as the years
passed, the Slaughters sold or leased their lands to prospective farmers and ranchers, and the Lazy S cow soon
disappeared from the range of the western South Plains.
In 1969, forty-eight years after the division of
the Lazy S Ranch, a commercial feeding lot capable of
handling thirty thousand cattle opened its gates to serve
the Cochran-Hockley region. Situated nearly in the center
of what had been the vast Slaughter ranch, the feed lot
represents the fulfillment of a prophecy Colonel Slaughter
had related many years before. Addressing a 1906 cattlemen's convention, he predicted the future utilization of
his prairies by a new breed, the farmer-rancher:
The cattleman of the future will have to see his
ranch acres decrease under the steady advancement
of the farmer. Even if an acre of land in grass
to raise and fatten beef will pay better than an
acre of land in cotton or wheat or fruit or "truck,"
the onward march of the agriculturist will absorb
the land degree by degree until the ranch owner
must in self-defense engage in both pursuits raising
the finest cattle on earth and fattening them for
market from his own granaries.51
—

Dallas Morning News, March 22, 1906, p. 4.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION:
THE LEGACY OF C C SLAUGHTER
The death of Colonel Slaughter, the resulting
division of his properties, and the breakup of the company
ranch in Cochran and Hockley counties ended a cattle
empire that dominated West Texas ranching for over forty
years. Despite his great influence on the region,
Slaughter never lived there. Like many of his contemporaries, he resided in a distant metropolis, conducting
his operations through his ranch managers and foremen.
Thus much of his life was devoted to other interests.
One of the founders of the Northwestern Texas
Stock Raisers Association, forerunner of the powerful
Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers' Association, he
served as the organization's second president and participated therein actively until his death. He also attended
many national conventions of beef producers.
Banking was another important part of Slaughter's
financial activity. After association with the City Bank

"'"Minutes of the Northwestern Texas Stock Raisers
Association, unpublished manuscript, transcribed from the
original minute book, Texas Tech University, Southwest
Collection.
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of Dallas for several years, he obtained a charter for his
own bank and in 18 84 founded the American National Bank
and served as its vice-president until his retirement.
After his death, the American National Bank merged with
2
other banks to become the First National Bank of Dallas.
Slaughter also devoted time and money to Baptist
work. For many years a member of the First Baptist Church
in Dallas, he rarely missed a service, attending regularly
3
until his death in 1919.
In 1898 he was unanimously
elected as first vice-president of the Southern Baptist
Convention, reportedly receiving the highest vote ever
cast for that office. In his lifetime, Colonel Slaughter
gave to church-related charities perhaps as much as a
million dollars.5 His largest contributions were to the
Baptist Memorial Sanitarium, forerunner of present-day
Baylor Hospital in Dallas. His donations between 1903 and
1919 to that institution were an estimated half million
dollars.6 He also subscribed one hundred thousand dollars

2

Dallas Morning News, July 15, 1966.

3

Ibid., January 27, 1919.

4

Letter, C C Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
May 19, 189 8, GMS.
5

Wright, "C C Slaughter."

6

Powhatan W. James, Fifty Years of Baylor University Hospital (Dallas, Texas: Baylor University Hospital,
1953) , p. 7.
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7
to Baylor University.
Slaughter's contributions were not limited to
Baptist work. He reportedly "helped build practically
every church building in Dallas," and gave one thousand
dollars to Southern Methodist University. About 1911,
he even contributed a thousand dollars toward the building
of a YMCA in Austin.9
Slaughter, however, was even more concerned with
his family. He was happiest when his family was together;
every Christmas, he ordered the children home. One such
summons closed an ordinary business letter to his son
George:
Don't fail under any circumstances to be and
appear, with your family, at the Slaughter
mansion, on or before the 25th of December.
A failure to comply with these summons will
throw you under the penalty of having your
father, mother, brothers, and sisters appear
with a long face and great wrinkle of sorrow,
which you will consider a great fine.10
Following eight years of declining health, C C
Slaughter died on January 25, 1919, two weeks before his
eighty-second birthday. Hundreds of friends, including
preachers, bankers, prominent cattlemen, and cowboys
-7

Dallas Morning News, February 10, 1917.
8

bid.

9

D. A. Penick, "Building the YMCA," Alcalde, VIII
(December, 1920), p. 114.

Letter, C. C. Slaughter to George M. Slaughter,
December 10, 1897, GMS.

FIGURE 1.
THE SLAUGHTER FAMILY IN 1905
Pictured with their children and grandchildren are
Colonel and Mrs. C C. Slaughter (seated). The small boy
at left is Jo Dick Slaughter. Seated on ground is Ed Dela
Wright. In the first row (standing), left to right are
Roberta Wright, Minnie Glaughter Veal, Nelle Slaughter,
Stuart Wright, Mrs . G. G. (Dela Slaughter) Wright, R. L.
Slaughter, Jr., and Gilbert Wright (in uniform). In the
second row are Mrs . Gcorgc (Al .ie) Slaughter with baby
(Eloise), Mrs. E. Dick (Carrie) Slaughter, C C Slaughter,
Jr., Mrs. C. C. (Elmira) Slaughter, Jr., G. G. Wright,
Mrs. R. L. (Florencc) Slaughter, Dr. George Veal, Alex
Slaughter, Mrs. John (Carrio Slaughter) Dean, Dr. John
Dean, and George Slaughtcr II (on ra.il). At left on rail
is Jowell Wright. At bad: lcft are Bob, Georgc, and E.
Dick Slaughter. The original picturo is located ín the
C. C. Slaughter Papers, ' 'exas Tcch University, Southwest
Collection.
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gathered in Dallas for a Sunday afternoon funeral. According to a reporter, Slaughter's interest in all classes was
magnified as "more than one hundred Negroes lined the
streets on two sides of the house" to pay their respect.
Active and honorary pall bearers included John N. Simpson,
Fort Worth packer, cowmen Charles Goodnight, Burk Burnett,
George W. Littlefield, Claude Merchant, F. G. Oxsheer.12
Dr. J. B. Cranfill, a distinguished Baptist leader,
delivered the memorial sermon. "One of the outstanding
gracious qualities of his life was his love for his family
and his home. . .," Cranfill pointed out. "He gave to his
children every opportunity for intellectual and spiritual
13
advancement that a loving father's hand could provide."
Slaughter's long-time friend John Simpson summed up the
occasion simply when he said, "Texas has indeed lost one
14
of her grandest citizens."
Colonel Christopher Columbus Slaughter, in his
eighty-two years, duplicated the feats of his father and
permanently established the Slaughter name in Southwestern
history. Like his father, he began as a freighter and
converted his profits into cattle. Time and time again,

Dallas Morning News, January 27, 1919, p. 12.
12

bid., January 26, 1919, p. 4.

13

I__id., January 27, 1919, p. 12.

14
bid., January 26, 1919, p. 4.
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he reinvested all of his money, first in cattle, later in
banking, and finally in land. Whether it was risking a
herd to the threats of a war-ravaged frontier, moving ten
thousand dollars in an open wagon across sixty miles in
north Texas to open a bank, risking his fortune on sixfigure loans, or buying a half of a county of land considered to be worthless, C C Slaughter gambled, and his
risks paid off.
Colonel Slaughter invested his pioneering wisdom
and abilities in his eldest son. The key to his father's
success on the plains, George Slaughter's devotion and
hard work insured a profitable return from the ranches
during his twenty-five years as manager of the Runningwater
and Lazy S. A cattleman, banker, and businessman in his
own right, George was immensely respected by the entire
Slaughter family, his employees, and neighbors. His
untimely death in 1915 prevented the continuation of the
Slaughter cattle empire.
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